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INTRODUCTION. 
Since HEI?\TCI<E'S ilivectigatiolls on llerring races appeared 1898 
much work has beell clone as to  tlre origin and disti-ibutioll of various 
herring comiliunities. The opiiliolls of fishery biologists have, however, 
clivergecl very iiiuch on the questioil n~hetller the comilluilitics really 
represent true races, distiilguisllable by lrercclitary cllaracters or whether 
the clistinguishing cllaracters arc only the result of eilvirollmelltal 
factors. This question, llarclly to be solved by statistical mcthocls, 
has come much in the fo~-egrouncl. The vllleetillg of hcrriilg experts at 
Lowestoft 1935 however, consiclerecl that  this question was a matter of 
secolldary importance. Riological llerrillg coi~~munities t~ncloubteclly 
exist aiicl it  was recoillrneilclecl that  lnoi-phological characters should be 
11sec1 as an  aicl to  the icleiltificatioil of these groups anel that vertebral 
coullts on selectccl illaterial slloulcl be coi~tinued. 
The racial analysis of tlie Norwegian herring population, wlrich in 
other respects has beell iilvestigatecl ill a fundamental manner, has beell 
rather ~leglected since the investigatioils by  I~KOCH in 1904-1906 ancl 
different assuinptions as to  the ullifoi-mity of the population have 
appeared without being tkorougllly foundecl on investigations. The 
present paper iiitellcls to give a more colllplcte kilowleclge of tlle composi- 
tion of the lrerriiig occ~xrring in Noi-wcgiail watci-s basecl on an analysis 
of a great illaterial of vertebral counts. The illvestigatioil has shown 
that the nuinera1 characters, though highly influencecl by the environ- 
ment, have given valuable iilfoi-rllatio~l as to the relation bet\vcen the 
different ))kinds(( of herring, e. g. ))large<( hei-ring aild ~sp~-ing(i lrerring, 
on which the impol-tant Norwegian herring fisheries are basecl. 
The inaterial was collected by the Fishery Directorate, Bergen in 
the years 1932-1936 and the ilivestigatioll has beell supported by 
grants froin the Illvestigatio~l Fund of the Fishery Inclustries. Sollle of 
tllc material llas been treated in prelimiilary reports. In  xvorking up 
the great ~ilaterial I have beell assisted by mi-. 'l'h. K a s ~ r u s s ~ s  anel 
111r. T. I ~ K O C ,  trainecl experts in scale 1-eadiiig ancl couiltiilg of vertebrae, 
and by miss J A H X S E ~  ~ 1 1 0  lras assisted in the tabulating and calcu- 
lating work. I ail1 much iliclebtecl to  thelli all for their valuable help. 
THE SORTYEGIXK LARGE- ASD SPRING HIXRIIIXG FTSHEICT 
IK PAST AXD PRESEST. 
?. 1 he Kor\-\iegia~~ herring fishery is based on difEererrt lcinds of herving 
repseseiiting various stages in the life history of the fish, vicl.: small- 
and fat herring and the large- ancl spring herring. The sn~all- ancl fst 
herring are the young and iillrnature i~lclivicluals while the large- and 
spring herring rcpresellt the fullgro\vn indivicluals whicll irllilligrate to 
the coast in order to spawn. 
The large herring fishery lasts fsom the early winter to the eilcl of 
January ~whca a new season begins ~lanlely the springherring season 
.ivhich lasts into ,4pril. Corn1non1-y these two fisheries have been located 
ill diffel-ent regio~ls of the coast \-\~hich ave been called the ))large herring 
district(( and the ))spring herring district((. The iarge herring represent 
fullgrown fishes with hard roe ailcl milt and not quite ueacly to spa-\vil, 
and they are caught on their -\tray to the spawning grouncls. They 
, . 
correspond to the wfullsct in the North Sea fishery. lhe  spring hcrring, 
~vl ich  are caught on the spawiliilg grounds proper, have runniilg roe ancZ 
milt or, at  the end of tlie spawning season, spent gonacls. 
From a physiological point of view the large- and spring herring 
only 1-epreseilt different stages in the vipeni~lg of the gonads. From a 
conl~llercial point of vie-\v, however, the designations ))large-(( ancl ))spring(( 
llerring denote cliffereilt qualities .the large herring being fatter and nzore 
valtlable than the sprii~g herring. As there is no sharp l i~nit  between 
the two kinds it has been difficult to demarcate the two seasons. In later 
years the fishermen fix a certain day before and after wvllich the fishiilg 
product fi-0111 a coinmercial point of view is 1-egarcled as large hersing 
or spring herring respectively. 
In the statistical ti-eatment of the herring fishery ~lo~vadays the 
large- and spring herring fisheries are not distinguished, all catches 
being referred to as ))winter herring((. If, ho\vever, the ~vcclcly catches 
cluriilg the winter herring fishery ai-e treated graphically as in fig. I 
(from SUWI 1.938) one gets a clear impression of two seasons. A culmination 
of the fishery is occurring in January causecl by im~lligratio~l of large 
herring, a strong decrease at the cncl of January or in the beginiliilg of 
-- 
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Fig. 1. Weekly ca t ch  o f  winter  herring i11 t h e  season 1932-3933. 
T h e  t h i c k  line indicates 01, of t h e  t o ta l  ca tch .  ( F r o m  S u ~ l d  1938). 
Febrliary, -\~;llcn tlie large herl-ing disapper~r frolii the coastal waters, 
and tiler1 agaiil a culunillatiol~ in February corresponding to the irnmigra- 
tion ot' the spring Ilcrring to the spanrl~ing grounds. 
111 fig. 2. 1 have <lemonstrated tlie geographical clistrib~ltio~l of the 
large- and spring herring fisllci-y in present time based on the average 
catches in the years 1932-36. The X o r ~ ~ e g i a n  coast is diviclecl in regions 
corresponding to well-known fisl-ring places and for each clistrict tlre 
cl~~an.titp of caught llerring is shon-11 by rings each repveselltillg 10 000 111. 
Thy rings filled out with black clellote the amount of herri~lg canght 
befol-c. I .  Fcb. 11laiilly collsistillg of large herring. The open rings show 
catches in the spawning season after 1. Feb. and thus ~liaiilly represent 
the spring hen-ing fishery. The figures are based on the actual catches 
in the different clisti-icts ns given in the reports of the clistrict officers ancl 
not on the qua~ltities laliclecl in each area, as published i11 ))Norges 
17islii)riei-cc. One fincls tbat  the willter herring fishery is carriecl on from 
tlle Trollcllleiln 1;jorcl in the north to Lindesaes in the sonth. Tke fishery 
is not, lion.cvrr, cvel~ly clistributecl along tge coast. Certain areas 
show a lll~icli greater catch than the acljaccllt clistricts. bct~veen 
Bergen ailcl Lindesnes (the clistricts Rogalailcl ancl S. Horcllancl) the 
fishery culminates on the inlportant spa\vnillg grounrls along the islallcl 
Iiarmo!; aiid in the Slcude Fjorcl (between Stavanger and Haugesuncl). 
This region is a prollouiicccl spi-iilg herring district. The herring may 
appear at  the end of January outside this clistrict but the niaiil fishery 
takes place in Februar~r ancl Ilarch, ~vhen the herriilg has arrivecl on 
the spawning grouncls. 
Frlrtller aortlr, between Bergen ancl the Stat pe~~insula  (districts 
K. Hordlallcl and Sogn ancl Fjordane) the fishery c~illllillates outsicle 
Fig. 2 .  Distribution of the large- and spring herring fishery; 
at  the Norwegian west coast in present time. 
Fig. 3. Distribution of the large- and spring herring samples co!lected 
in the period 1932-1936. 
-the Sogne Fjord. Tlris region is in the present tillir alnlost exclusively 
a large llerriilg district. The fishery begins alreacly in Di.ceniber ancl is 
practically fiiiished when the large herring disappear at  the e~zcl of January. 
North of Stat one fi~lds a -thircl region (Afore allel S. Tr@nclelag) 
where the fishery culniiiiates off A~esuncl. This district was in earlier 
years the most important for the large herring fisllery but this fisher!; 
has~cleclinecl in later years ancl the spring herring fishery is nour domi- 
nating. The large herring appear at the same tiilie as in the neig11bou1-iiig 
clistrict to the south, but no inore in great masses, and the fishery is 
not finished at  the end of Jannal-y but contiiiucs as a spring herring 
fisllery tl~roughout February ancl March. 
Thus one call recogiiise three cliffcreilt fishery districts along the 
Sorwegian west coast a t  present: I ;  the spring herriilg clistrict between 
I,iucIesnes ancl Bergen, 11; a large herring clistrict between Bergcn ancl 
Stat, 111; a district bet~vecn Stat and the '11-onclhcim Fjord, where the 
spring herring fishery clo~lzinates. 
The Norwegian winter llerriilg fishery has sllowil very great fluctu- 
ntioiis as well in respect of quantity ns in 1-egard of the geographical 
distribution. I11 the followi~lg I will give a short historical review of the 
fishery. 
We know that  a spring herri~ig fishery has taken place at  tile 
ST?:.-coast as long ago as historical i~lforlllations reach back, although wit11 
iilterruptiolls of shorter or longer duration in the sailic Iilanller as the 
hel-ring fishery at  the W coast of S\vccIcn. A 2avge herring fishery is 
l;nowl~, however, for tlre first tiilie in the latter half of last century, ailel 
took place in N.  Norway. 
We have Inore exact informations about the herring fishery fro111 
the begi~lnillg of the last century. The quantities of herring caught in 
different districts fvorn 1808 to present time are shown i11 figs. 4 and 5. 
A spring herring period at  the SW. coast seems to llave elided 
about I784 511d a new perioci began in the year 1808, n-he11 the herring 
again appeared near the coast. I11 the first ycars the herri~lg was caught 
in the usual places off Stavailger but later oil the fishery was extenclecl 
farther northwards to Bergen, but until 1850 tlie fishery was restricted 
to the clistrict Lincles~ies-Bergen, which region was called the )>souther11 
spring llerrillg districtcc, correspo~lclillg to clistrict I in the chart fig. 2. 
As seen fro111 fig. 4 tlie fishery rapidly ilicreased and hacl tlle character 
of a spring herring fishery c~llniinating d~lring the spaxv~~ing season in 
February and March. The I-rerring clid not appear in the nioi-e iiortherll 
district Bel-gen-Stat until 1850 (clistrict 11 on the chart fig. 2). The 
fishery hacl also here the character of a spring llerriilg fisllery ancl the 
region was called the ))northern spring llerriilg districtcc. At the sasne tilllc 
a lt'ss inlportant spring llerrillg fishery took place at  tlie part of the Nure 
const bet\veen Stat and Alesuncl. I11 the year 1870 tlie fishery in the 
))southern spring herring districtcc was a total failure ancl in the next 
years the herring disappeared al~lzost entirely fro111 this region. Sorne 
years later the same llappeiiecl in the illore ~iortherii clistricts, and in 
1874 practically the whole spring herring iisliery caliie to an end. 
In the last part of this period one hears for the first time about 
a Jcirgr herring fisllerj7. 111 the year 1861 an uilexpectecl iiiimigratioil 
of licrring took place at 1,ofoten ancl '\'ester5le11 in Xorther~l Norway. 
?. llic ]lei-1-ings Irere fnllgrown fish with n ~ l l  cleveloped, but bard roe 
alld milt. They appeareel already in Septeiliber aild the fisbery lastecl 
until the entl of January, when the herring c1i:appearecl froill tlie coast. 
Spai-t-ning Iier-ring was not observed. In the follom7ilig years the fisher!- 
sprcac! nloilg the coast of northern Norway from Helgelailcl to Trolns 
aili1 culliiiilatecl in thc ~vinter 1871-72 as sho~vn in fig. 4. In the year 
387.1- lion-evcr, the 1;trgc llerri~ig fishery elidecl suddenly at  the same ti171e 
as the spring lrerring fisllerj7. 
The n~intcr hei-ring fishery, \vliich in the begiiini~ig of tlie period 
1808-1874 was restricted to the S'\3: coast, -\i7as thus in the last years 
of tile period extended to tlic wliolc coast from Linclesnes in the south 
to Tro~ns far in tlie north, but liacl in the southern part the character 
of zi. sprii:g her]-ing fishery and in the llorthcrli Korway the cllaracter 
of a large herring fishery. 
In the next years following 1874 the .~\rintei- herring fishery was 
very unimportant ailcl restrictecl to the ssoutlienl spring herring clistrict(( 
as seen j i i  fig. 5. 'The herring was observed in the open sea but clid not 
enter the habitual spawning gro~~~lcls  near the coast. 111 1882 however 
the liei-ring began to visit these old grou~icls. The catches were still in 
many years vcry sliiall then illcreasing graclually. 
In thc same lilal:ller as in the foriner periocl the herring fishery 
in tlic first part of the presclit periocl was restrictecl to the old fishi~lg 
places off Stavailger allel Hangesuncl. Xorth of Bergen no fishery took 
place mltil the )rear 1886. In September of that year a great im~lzigratiol~ 
of herring tool< place in tlie clistrict Sogn ancl Fjorclalle (fig. 2), and 
n~hicli correspoilcls to the ))northcrir spring herring districtcc in the forlller 
period. Tllc tilile for the arrival anel the ltiilcl of herring was cxtraorclinary 
to the fisllcriliel~ -,+rho ollly had experience of a spring lierrillg fishery, 
ancl tllerc is no cloubt that one hacl here to do with large herring of the 
same 1;incl ns that \vllich appeared in fiorther~z Normjay at the ellel of the 
former period. ,2 rich fis11e1-y took placc from September ancl throughout 
tllc \vinter. This fishery was, ho\\7evei-, in the nest years very u~lii~iportant 
1896 \$?hen a rich large herring fishery nJas carried on fro111 November 
Fig. 4. Yearly catch of nsnter herring in different Sor\vegian coastal 
regions d~ir i s~g the last herring period 1808-1875. 
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Fig. 5. Yearly catch ol winter herring in different Norwegian coastal 
regions during the prrsent herring period. The hatched parts of the 
columns i~lclicate catch large herring. 
to Christmas in tlie same district. In t l ~ c  winter 18C)7-98 thi: large 
hei-ring appeared also iiortlr of Stat in the southern part of the 3101-e 
coast. The fishery began in Sey te~nb~r  and lasted to the end of jancary 
a t  which time tlie herring disappearecl before they llacl spawned, in the 
same n i a n ~ ~ e r  as in tlie seventies in Northern Sor~vay.  The large her- 
ring appearecl iiiainly in the open sea aiicl clid not enter the fjords. \\.hen 
the fishermen hacl learnt to catch the heruing with drift nets in tllc open 
sea, howevcr-, a rich large herring period -\t7as introducecl at  the SInrc 
coast which laster1 for sliany years. At the same tiilie this ~ o r t  of herring 
clisappearecl froin the district Sogil ailcl Fjordaiic south of Stat, 1i~11e1-t: 
the large herriiig originally liacl appeal-eel. I11 the latter district tlleil only 
an unimportant spring herring fishery took place, as s l io~r~~l  in fig. 5. 
Thus a t  the beginning of this century one hacl a large-herring district 
at  the Mme coast ~lortli of Stat ailcl a spring-hcrring clistrict south of 
Stat, ancl the latter was in the salne malines as in the former pci.iotl 
regarclecl as being clividecl into a anoi-thern spring-herring clistrictcc (,5ogn 
and Fjorda~ie) ancl a ))southern spi-ing-hen-ing disti-ictcc (Hordaland, Raga- 
land). The main spring herring fishery took place in the soutl~cr~l district. 
The large 1x1-ring fishery north of Stat has, however, sl10\5in certain 
niovemelits within this district as slloni~i n fig. 5. In the first ycars the 
richest fishery tooli place in the southern part (Sunnmorc), later on 
in the llortlierli part (Worclm~re and Ti-~nclclag), and about 191.8 the 
large herring also appeared in the southern part of Nortl~crii Sorir-ay 
partly on the sailie places as in the forniei- period. The fishcry then 
again becailie predornillailt in the solrthern part of the M?>re coast wlrcrc 
nonr also a spring herring fishery began to clevelop later in the season. 
As mentioned before the region between Stat and Bergen, n-liere 
the large hei-ring originally immigrated, had become an ~iiiir7nportasit 
spring heri-islg district. However, in the season 1928 a change in the 
character of the fishery took place. The herring appearecl earlies in the 
seasoil than usual and a veritable large lierring fislierjr took placi: in 
Jaiiuary follomrecl by a spring-herring fishery later il l  tlie season. 111 
the next winter 1928-29 the herring appeared alrcacly in Decembc.r, 
aiid as extraordinarily rich fishery for this clistrict took place throughout 
January. This was not only the case in the clistrict Sogn and Fjordane, 
13nt also in the clistrict N. Hordlasicl (fig. 5). In the later years the Large 
llerring fishery between Stat a.ncl Bergell has been entirely doiiiinati~lg 
over the spring herring fishery in the sallle clistrict, aiicl tlie catches i,E 
1a1ge herring liere have ill cei-tail1 years (as 1929 aiicl 1936) been lnucll 
richer than the catches of spring herring within the inain spring hcrriilo. ?I 
clistrict between Bergell and Linclesnes. 
Meanrvhile the large 1-lerring fishery in tlic old large-herring district 
i 0 
0 
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Fig. 6. Graphical denlo~lstratioil of the date of beginning of the large 
herring season in different years. 
north of Stat hact beell strollgly reduced and this part of the coast 
seems now to become mainly a spring-herring clistrict, as already shown 
111 fig. 2. ill discussing the present clistribution of the fishery. 
Thus we have seen that the geographical clistribution of the winter 
herring fishery has fluctuated very n~uch.  The spring-herring fishery 
on the spawling grouncls at  the south west coast has been comparatively 
constant, while the large herring fishery has been rather irregular. First 
the large herring appeared for a short period in Nortllern Norway. 
When the large herring after several years again appeared in coastal 
waters, they eilterecl further south and a rich fishery took place at  the 
I\'l@i-e coast. At the present time days inlmense illasses of large herring 
immigrate to the coast between Bergell and Stat in early winter ancl 
leave again before the spawning season. 
The time of arrival of the large herri~lg t s  the coastal waters has 
also fluctuated as shown in fig. 6. In the beginniilg of the large herring 
fishery in the pi-esent period the herring appeared already in September, 
in the saine manner as duriilg the large herring fishery in Northern 
Korway in the forrnei- period. T l ~ e  figure sho\vs that the arrival in later 
years lras been inore ancl more delayed until the fishery in the years 
1920-1928 was restrictccl to the  non nth of Januai-y. Since 1929 the 
fishery again has started somewhat earlier (ill December). 
EARLIER IXVESTIGATIONS ON THE NORVVEGIAN LARGE 
AND SPRING HERRING. 
At the encl of the former herring periocl investigation were carried 
out by the Norwegian biologists BUCH, BOCK, JENSEN and G. 0. SARS. 
Different opinions h g l  been held about the relatioilship of the various 
kincls of hcrring along the Norwegian coast ancl G. 0. SARS (1872) was 
tllc first to recognise that the fat herring cloes not represent a distinct 
race, but is o~lly the young of the spring herring. SARS (1873) was of 
the opinioii that the spring herring spawning at  the Norwegian West 
Coast belonged to one ancl the sainc stock but that thc large herring in 
Northern Norway represented a separate stocli ~vitli  a inore northern 
clistribution. He regarded the fat herring of N. Norway as related to 
the largc herring in the same way as the fat lien-ing of the west coast 
to the spring hcrring of this region, apparently considering the large 
herring as spawning in N. Norway. This opinion was based on the 
fact that the large herring fishery was a t  that time widely separatecl 
fro111 the spring herring fishery. However svhen SARS got an occasion 
to  stucly the large herring fishery on the placc in 1874, he was struck 
by the fact that the large hcrring did not spawn at  the coast a t  all. Only 
at  oilc occasioll he observecl spawning large herring at  the end of January, 
but these hcrrings were kept enclosed in a net, and the inain part of 
the large herring had at  that time disappeared from the coast. In his 
report from 1874 he writes therefore that hc had to a certain degree 
altered his opillion about the migration of the herring, ancl that probably 
a closer relation existed between the large herring and the spring herring 
than he had fornierly supposecl. 
HJ. BROCH (1908) then made a racial analysis of herring from 
Norwegian watcrs bascd on the inethods introduced by HEINCICE. 
BROCH ~nentioiis that differelit opiliions exist on the question whether 
large ancl spring hcrriiig belong to the sanie stock, and both kincls 
of herring wcre therefore thoroughly investigated on inaterial sampled 
in 1904 anct 1905. As a result of the investigation BROCH acloptccl 
the opiilion that large- and spring herring may possibly represent two 
different stocks, but that most facts speak for the supposition that 
.they belo~lg to  one ancl the same stock which also incluclcs the Nor\vcgian 
fat herring. 
I n  spite of B~iocr-IS cloubts as t o  the racial horllogcneity of the 
Kol-wegian herring HJOR-r ancl LEA (1911) conclucled from illfornlations 
obtainecl b y  the stucly of age and growth that  the Norwegian herring 
is very uniform, and that  the different herring fisheries in Ithe Norwegian 
~vaters  are based on different stages of herring of one and the saine stock. 
LEA (1929) then drew up the general outli~le of life history of the 
Sorwegian herring. From the maill spawning grou~lcls a t  the SW. coast 
the fry are clispersecl along the \vhole coast right up to the north of 
--. klnnmark, anc1 the herrings also spencl the secorrcl year of life in the 
coastal waters. I11 the southerll part the herring then leave the coast, 
while ill the i~ortherll part i t  may remain in the coastal waters as fat 
herring before the tra~lsitioil t o  the oceanic stage. In  the oceanic stage 
,the collti~lgellts from the different coastal parts join ancl devclop to 
mature herring, which arrive later oil to  the spaw~~il lg grou~lds as re- 
cruit spawners, joining the older spawners. Thus according to LEA 
therc must be two contiilgeilts of herring on their way to  the spawning 
places. The one contingent, regularlg~ ~loticecl as the first ailrl most 
abundant, contains the olcler spawners, herring which has spa\vned in 
previous years. This contingent which contains the olclest ancl largest 
inclivjcluals of the stock, is founcl by  the fisherrne~l first of all a t  some 
distallce to  the north of the inain spawai~lg grounds ancl some time 
before they are reacly to spawn (large herring). The seconcl co~ltillgent 
is not usually noticed to any extent before it appears on the spawni~lg 
grounds proper. The illdividuals in this group are all srnaIler and younger, 
and they become ready to spawn rather later than the bulk of the older 
spawners. These are the previously lnentioned recruit spawners. Tllc 
spring herring on the spawniilg grounds consist t h t ~ s  according to LEA 
of the same shoals as the large herring but mixed with the recruit spawners. 
C. JOHAKSEN (1919) has, however, statistically treated the in?- 
.terial of R x o c ~  ailcl by comparing samples of spring herring frorn the 
\vest coast with salllples of large -- and fat herring from 1101-thern Nor- 
way (Norcllancl) JOHAXSEK foul~cl a real difference between the mean 
~lumbel- of vertebrae, ancl he co~icludes tha t  i t  is cloubtful, whether all 
herrings in the Norwegian coastal waters belong to one race. The dif- 
ference fourlcl betureen the Nordla~lcl herring ancl the spring herring 
Iron? the south west coast may according to  JOHAXSEX be esplainecl in 
different ways ancl he rnelltioils four- possibilities: 
I .  The difference may be clue to tlie circur~~stance that  the Norclla~~cl 
fat- or large herl-ings have not been nnn~isecl but have contained cle- 
lllcllts of local races wit11 a lo\~rel- llurnber of vertebrae. 
11. The relatively high number of vei-tebrae found in the south 
west Norwegian spring herring inay not bc a constant character for all 
year classes. 
111. The difference founcl may be clue to an average difference- 
in the conditions of nature in the places, where these herrii~gs have 
their spawning places. In that case the difference may have been fixed 
through inheritance. I t  is then probable that  the Yorclland herring 
chiefly spawns in the norther11 and colder part of the spawning area 
perhaps between Bremanger ancl the Trondheims Fjord, while the south 
west Norwegian spring herring in preference spawns in a more southern 
ancl warmer area, about Haugesund and Bergen. 
IV. The differences may be racial and have their roots in the pait,  
the causes of their origin being unknown. 
JOHANSEN hopes that future investigations may enable us to it.? 
which explanation is the right one. 
SCHSAKENEECK (1931) has then in his paper ))Zum liassei~probli.i~i 
by den Fischencc investigated some herring salnples from Kor~vegian 
coastal waters and he means to proof the existance of two lnorphological 
types with differing frequency curves for Vert. S. He therefore assunles 
the existence of two races in Norwegian waters but without being able 
to distinguish them in regard to place and time of spawning. In a pre- 
liminary report (1933) I have discussed the results of SCHXAICESBECI~. 
OTTESTAD has in paper from 1934 given an analysis of the Kor- 
wegian Herring based on his study of different growth types. He writes: 
))The opinion at  which we have arrived of the life history of the herring 
differs from the preliminary clescription by HJORT (1914) therein that 
the growth definitely indicates the existence of two Norwegian herring 
stocks, a southern and a northern one. This opinion is basecl on the 
fact that there is only a portio~l of *the northern fat herring stock, viz. 
the individuals of the A-type or oilly a portion of them, ~vhich latei 
loill the southern large and spring herring shoals. This agrees well 
with rcsults arrived by the investigations of thc spawning grounclscc. 
OTTESTAD means that the southern stock spawns at  the west coast and 
that the fat herring, which appear from Trmndelag southwards belong 
to this stock, while the northern stock spawns on the by R r ; ~ x s ~ n o \ r  
(1933) proved spawning places outside Vesterilen and Lofoten. The 
young herring of the ilorthern stock forins according to his opinion an 
essential part of the northern fat herring shoals. As I havc shown in 
a paper from 1936, however, all the three growth types foulld by 0rri;- 
STAD among the llorthern fat herring can be encountered anlong tlrc 
spring herring spawning at  the south west coast and thus the basis for 
the conclusions of OTTESIAD fails. 
Thus it has been very different opinions about the composition 
of the herring in the Norwegian waters and with the hypothesis of 
OTTESTAD the originally opinion of G. 0. SARS has reappeared again. 
We know that small-, fat-, large- ancl spring herring represent different 
stages in the life history of the herring but this fact does not prove 
that the different ki~lds of herring, which appear at  different parts of 
the coast, belong to  one and the same race. To solve this problem a 
large inaterial of observations on racial characters must be sampled 
from different regions and different seasons. In the present paper I 
mill give an analysis of the great material of vertebral couilts sampled 
cluring the later years of the Norwegian herring investigations. 
AI:ZTERIAI, ANT) METHODS. 
clistribution of the sa~nples of large- and spring herrjng coll.ected 
for racial investigation in the years 1932-1936 at  the Normrcgian west 
coast is demonstrated in fig. 3. The black symbols represent samples 
fro111 the large herring seasons in December ancl January and the otlrel- 
sylnhols salnples froin the spring herring zeason in February to April. 
4 s  s11o\1711 in the figure the samples ))cover(( the large- aild spring herring 
fishel-y rather well. A nurnher of samples of large- and spring herring 
from llortheril Norway are also collcctccl mrhich however are not inrli- 
catecl on the chart. The ilumbei- of samp1.e~ investigated in tllc five 
years is 202 and the sanlples inclucle about 32 000 individuals. 
Also a great nunlher of sainples of irnmature small- ancl fat herring 
fro111 different parts of the coast inclucling about 22 800 individuals 
havc been to my disposal for racial analysis. Further a number of 
herring sainples froin the Norwegian Sliageral; coast inclurling 2100 
individuals lrave beell investigated. 
In later years the Norwegian fishermen have started a clriftnet 
fishery at  the ~lor th  caster11 edge of the North Sea plateau aloi~g the 
Korwegian Deep (Revltanten) and a number of sainples including 
1900 individuals have been collected fro111 this area. 
- 1 he samples have been sent in fresh conditioa to tlie Fisllery Direc- 
torate for investigation. For each herring has bee11 lloted length, weight, 
maturity, age ancl nu~nher of vertebrae. For the stage of maturity has been 
used the schelnc recommcnclecl by the interllatio~lal council. As regards 
the vertebral counts the ui-ostyle lras been countecl as the last vertebra. 
In the table I at the end of tlie paper I have given the results of 
the vertebral coullts for each salnple groupecl according to diffcrcllt areas 
investigated and in tables 11 and I11 the vertebral iluri~her of successive 
yearclasses is given. For each frequency serie is given the nreail (M), the 
standard deviation (0') and the standard deviation of the lncan (I).), calcu- 
- - 
E I3 (x) . (X-IVI)~ 0 1atc.d according to tlrc l r t~ l~ i i i l~e  d =
- -  ancl ; l  = I ' N 1's 
In orcfer t o  test if the differe~tce .between two means is significant 
the stanclarcl deviation of the ctifference has bee11 calc~llatecl according 
- - 
tile formula vp.la +. p2,. If the difference betn.eerl the itleans is threc 
or illore tinles greater than its sta~ldarcl deviation, i t  is supposed to 1)e 
sigilifica~lt . 
As different races are supposed not to mix oil the spa\viling grouncls, 
it is by racial analysis of i~tlporta~lce to work with pure spawlti~ig shoals. 
In the present investigatiou i t  has been laid stress upon a thorough 
ltnowleclge about the spawning areas along the Nor\vegian coast in orcler 
to see if separated spa\vning communities exist, ~vhich I I I~JT  support 
the idea of the presence of differeltt herring races in Kor~vegian n-aters. 
I t  is also of iiuportallce to study the colllpositiolt of tlre shoals on the 
spawlling groullcls as regarcl the ~lzaturity in 01-dcr to test if the spring 
herring represevlts pure spawning shoals. 
The intenti011 of the present work is thus to i~lvestig;ttc: i f  geograplti- 
cal separated spauriliitg areas exist along the Sorwcgian coast aitd if 
so, whether the herring spawiliilg in these areas differ morphologically 
as regards tlrc vertebral numbel-. Further the relation between the  
large lrerrillg visiting the coastal waters bcforc the spawning season 
and tlle spawiling shoaIs proper will be tested. 
THE SPAWNING GROUNDS ALONG THE NORWEGIAN COAST. 
In a paper from 1933 I have stucliecl the pelagic clistribution of 
the herring larvae along the Norwegian coast in orcler to get an orienta- 
tion as to the spawning places by localizing the newly hatchecl larvae. 
The black sylnbols on the chart fig. 7 show the distribution of the 
length group 6-10 mm representing larvae with yolc sack. The occur- 
rence of these newly hatched larvae indicates that spawning must have 
taken place in close proximity to the locality of catch. 
The cornrnon oponion has been that the Norwegian herring stocl; 
mainly spawns at  the soutlz west coast of Norway. The material demon- 
strated in fig. 7 shows however that spawning takes place along extensivr 
parts of the coast from 58" to 69" N. 1-at. and also at  the Norwegian 
Skagerak coast. But it seems as if certain parts of the coast coilstitute 
clistricts of concentration of the spawni~lg. At the west coast there is 
a concentration of newly hatchecl larvae outsicle Haugesuncl ancl Stax-- 
anger where accordi~lg to fig. 2 also the main spring licrrirlg fishery 
takes place. In the next region from Bergen to Stat no young larvae 
are observecl ancl no importa~lt spawning seems to take place here i~z 
present time, which agrees with the fact that this district is now mainly 
a large herring district, where the fishery on spring herring is verjr 
uninlportant. North of Stat one finds a spawnillg centre a t  the M ~ r e  
coast, where a concentration of herring larvae xvith yolc sack is founcl 
outside Klesuncl. 
The most interesting fact is the appearcnce of newly hatchecl 
larvae as far north as about 69" N. Lat. Apparently spawning takes 
place a t  the Helgelancl coast ancl on the sea banks a t  Rost as well outsicle 
Lofoten ancl Vester5len. The young larvae have been observed in these 
northern clistricts in different years in March and April. Since the 
greate large herring fishery in 1861-74 no fishery on mature herring 
has taken place in these clistricts. When on crouises with MIS Johan 
Hjort I visited these clistricts in the spring 1935, the fishermen observccl 
however, an immigration of a kind of herring, tvllich was strange to 
them. A fishery took place on this herring from the encl of March to the 
Fig. 7. Distribution of catches of herring larvae along the Xor~vegian coast. 
The blaclr symbols indicate catches of larvae with yolc saclr. 
beginning of April in the i~lller part of the Ancl Fjord seine ilistancc 
north of VesterSlen. I could persoilally state that  the herring repre- 
sented real spring herring ~ ~ h i c h  had immigrated illto the fjorcl in orclel- 
t o  spawn. The nets were covei-cil ~v i th  fertilized roe froill tlre spa\vning 
herring. Later in April I could further state the occurrence of spaivning 
l ~ e r r i ~ ~ g  on Traena Bank a t  the Norclland coast south of Lofoten ailel 
on Halten Bank in N. ~'r@ildelag. A rather great Illaterial of hersing 
samples was collectecl from Northern Norway. In 1936 large herring Ivas 
observed in Vester5len and 'Trams in January but no ilnmigration of 
spawiling hcri-illg took place into the fjorcls later in the season. I t  is 
probable that  the illl~lligratioiz ill 1935 was clue to certain hydrographic 
conclitions ancl that  the herring normally spawns 011 tllc sea baillis out- 
side the coast, \vhere they are not observed by  the fishel-men. About 
the mass of herring spa~v~liilg here we have no idea but in this area 
there ar-e sea banks of great exteilsio~l ~vith cleptlr and bottonl conelition 
favourable for spa\vning. 
The illaterial of herring larvae from the Slcagerak coast has been 
collected lnainly fro111 one and the same year and therefore thc  illaterial 
does not say ailythillg about the existeilcc of a regular spring spa\vniilg 
in this area. A regular spring herriilg fishery of importa~lcc does not 
exist here, but in certain years shoals of spring herring may pass Lincles- 
lies and iml~~igra te  o the Sltageralc coast. 
Material of young herring larvae with yolc sack talcell by Xol-wegian 
illvestigatio~ls in the near of Triki~lg Bank in the pcriocl 1900-1 rjl 0 
shows that Ilerring spawn also on the ~ lo r th  eastern edge of the Snr th  
Sea plateau (Revkanten) ill the open sea so~nc  distance frolll the Sor-  
1~7egian west coast. This has also been statecl by  NIELCK (1930) :ti1d 
CLARI< (1933). 
r .  I h e  investigations has thus shown that  spawili~lg takes place 
along the coast far up to northern Norway but it seeills as if cc.rtain 
parts of the coast constitute areas of morc intense spawning. Such 
spawning centres are the SVr. coast between Linclesnes and Bergen, 
the M ~ r e  coast N of Stat ancl the banks off Lofoten and Vestei-Slen in 
N. Norivay. 
As regards the spawiliilg time the fig. 7 shows that  newly hatched 
larvae occur in February, Mar-ch ancl A4pril a t  the \V. coast a i d  N. Sor\\-ay 
and in April ailcl May a t  the Skagerak coast. As regards the spawxing 
tiine on the grounds a t  the SW. coast and at  &re we have illore i-sact 
observations. In  each of the yeai-s 1931-1938 I have 111ade regular 
obsei-vations 011 the rlistributio~l of the herring roe on the maill spawning 
grouilcls of these clistricts by illvestigatioils with bottom grab. By 
hatching tllc llerring eggs in the laboratory I have determined the age 
Fig. 8. The main spawning seasons of the spring herring in different 
spawning areas a t  the south west coast and More coast, stated on 
determination of the age of herring roe taken ~vi th  the bottom grab. 
of different stages of clevelopment. Thus it has been possible to detrr- 
lnille the point of time \vhen the eggs found on the spawning grounc!; 
have bee11 fertilizecl. 
However, the spaw~ling is not eve11 distributed troughout tllc 
whole area in the ~nail l  spawiliilg districts. The spawaing is restricted 
to  by the fisherincil \vellki-rown spawrling grounds with sandy or rocky 
bottom separated by fjorcls or cleeper riclges wit11 soft bottolll. BJ- 
entering the coast the herring follows these deep riclges until they mect 
the spawiziilg grounds proper. The heri-ing does not spawn simoul- 
taneously on the different grouilds ancl the fishing fleet inoves from ont 
place to allother troughout the spawizillg season, ailcl this rnoveillcrli 
is ratller regular fro111 season to  season. 
I11 fig. 8 I have clemonstratecl the spawili~lg time on tllc more 
important spa\vili~lg gronncls in the two mail1 spawning clistrict~ a t  
tlle south west coast (district I) ancl the hI@re coast (clistrict 111) ac- 
colcling t o  the previously ineiltionecl observations oil the herril~g roe 
taken with tl-te grab. The spawning grouncls are in the table classified 
according to the different sinaller fishiilg areas ilelnollst~atecl on thr; 
chart in fig. 2. 
111 the spring herring district between Ljildesnes and Bergen the 
herring is first observecl on the open sea outside the small island Utsira, 
and the herring then follows the deep 1-iclge which encls in the Skude 
Fjord situated between Stavanger and Haugesund. Already in the last 
days of January the spawning may begin at  the south west coast of the 
island K a r m ~ y  a t  the northern part of Skucle Fjord ancl a short tilnc 
later also on the spawning grounds in the inner part of the fjord. 011 
these spawning grounds situatecl in the centre of the district also the 
richest fishery takes place as clen~onstratecl on the chart fig. 2. T1cn 
solnewhat later in the season, but before the spani~ling is ended on the 
previously mentioned grouncls, the spawning begins graclually on thc 
more southern grounds outside Jzren, Egersuncl and on the Sira Grou~lcl 
and in the same manner on the Inore northern ground5 at  Sira Fjord, 
Sletta and B~mmelen. In  the most northern area, Bmmmelen, the 
spawning begins first in March and the main spawning is enclecl in the 
middle of March, when also the main fishery is enclecl. The herring 
visiting the last mentionecl area is represented n~ostly by younger age 
classes which spawn for the first time, the so called recruit spawners. 
Also a t  the M ~ r e  coast the spawning begins in the centre of the 
district, where also the richest fishery takes place (Storholmen on the 
chart fig. 2), and then later in the season the herling spawn on the lilore 
northern ancl southern spawning grounds. However, on the whole 
the spawning begins later at  the Narc coast than at  the south west 
coast, and the main spawning lasts from the middle of Fcbruarq to thr 
nliddle of March. However, a less important spawning may occur latei 
in the season until April 
I t  is very probably that we have to clo ~ i t h  different isolatccl runs 
to the different spawning grouncls, the shoals following different clcep 
ridges to the coast. The herring shoal remains on one and the same 
spawning ground for weeks until the spawning is finisheel ancl the shoal 
clisappear froin the coastal water. This has been confirlnecl by registrating 
clifferent shoals with the echo sounder throughout a longer period 
( R u s ~ s ~ o a r  1937). In the clay time the herring ~nostly seek to deeper 
water, while in the night they rise to shallo~ver water ancl ellter the 
spawning grouncls. We must not regarcl the spawning immigration to 
the Norwegian coast as an immense bull< of herring coming along the 
coast but there exist inally isolatecl runs to the spawning grouncls along 
the whole coast from Linclesnes in the south to T'ester%le~~ ancl Tram? 
in the north. 
THE COMPOSITION OF THE LARGE- AND SPRIKG HERRING 
AS REGARDS hiIATURITY AND AGE. 
Fig. 9 de~nonstrates the composition of the herring shoals as regards 
maturity, .ivlien they appear in the coastal waters throughout t11e.large- 
and spring herring season in the four regions: I Linclesnes-Bergen 
(Rogalancl , S. Horclland), I1 Bergen-Stat (N. Hordlancl, Sogn anel 
Fjordane), I11 Stat-Troi~clheims Fjord ( X ~ r e ,  Tranclelag), IV ilorther-11 
Kor'ivay (Helgelancl, Sorclland, Troms) . 
The material includes a great number of samples collectecl since the 
Korwegian iilvestigations started regular observations on the composi- 
tion of the herring stock in 1907 up to present days, and thus the figure 
gives the average conlpositiorl as regards maturity based on a long 
period of observ a t '  lons. 
The herring from the large herring season December-January 
nlai~lly consist of fishes in the stages IV and V ancl to a less degree in 
stagy I11 ~vi th  a small admixture of immature herrings in the stages 
I and 11. At the end of January a small part of the fishes have got 
runiling roc and lnilt (stage VI). When the spring herring season begins 
in February the inaisl part of the l~err i~lg  appearing in the souther~ln~ost 
clistrict I coilsist of spaw~ling (stage VI) or spent (stage VII) herrings 
but nit11 an admixture of i~lclivicluals in the stages IV and V. In the 
two more slortherll districts I1 and 111, however, the herring is sexually 
leis clevelopecl xlcl llerrivlgs in the stages IV ancl V are still donlinating 
over the spa~vning and spent is~clividuals. This is in accorclance wit11 
tile fact that the spawni~lg begins later at  the Mgre coast than at  the 
sorrth \wit coa5t as shown in the previous chapter. In northern Norway 
a strong admixture of immature herring can be rloticecl in February. 
I11 March, ho\vever, the lnost part of the herrings in all districts 
consist of spa~vning inclivicluals or spents in the stages VI ancl VII ancl 
the aclntixturc of herrislgs in the stages IV ancl V is less than in the 
previonb month. The same conclitions are found in the month April with 
the rxception that a nurnber of recovering spents are found in this month. 
Tllus the material clernonstrates that spawning herring appear in 
all the four districts but, as shown in fig. 2, the shoals appearing in the 
Northern Nore - Sag/.;, & /"/ 5 h+oud/und 
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Fig. 9. Colnpositio~l of the herring shoals as regards maturity in differelit 
coastal regions throughout the large- and spring herring season. 
spawiling season in the elisti-ict I1 between Bergen ancl Stat ax-e of ~rlinor 
importance a i d  in Northern Norway the shoals of inatme herring ai-e 
only occasionally met with by the fishermen. The herri~lgs appearing 
in the coastal waters in December-January are mainly in the stages 
IV ancl V, while the herring throughout the spawning season does not 
represent pure shoals of spawllillg i~lclivicluals hut have an aclinixture 
of fishes still in the stages IV ancl V, which is most apparent in February. 
I t  is thus no sharp liinit between the large- anel spring lcrring season 
as regal-cis the nzaturity and the only criterion on. the spriilg lieri-ing 
season is that spawrlling has started. 
The question may be raisecl if the large lreri-ing, which appear in 
the winter sonle time before the spawlling season, really spawn in the 
following spawning season in the early spring. The herring in the stages 
I and I1 unclot~btly nlust be eliininatecl as an aclrnixture of iminature 
fat Irerrings. As regards the stages 111-V howevei- we do not liilow 
very much about the duration of these stages. 
LEA (1929) has supposed that the large herring represent the olcler 
span-ners, which on the spawning grouncls join the recruit spawners 
later in the season. As LEA has shown ancl I later confirilled (Ruxx- 
STR(~>I  1936) the young herring reach the maturity ancl join the spawnillg 
shoals at  an age of 3-7 years and as a illatter of fact all the herrings 
~noi-c than 7 years old have spawned one 01- more times in their life, 
and obviously the herring spawns each year. I t  will therefore be of 
interest to ailalyse the age composition of the herring shoals in order to 
see if the large herring represent fullgrown inclivicluals of the same age 
coillposition as the herring spawning in the earlier part of the spawning 
season. 
I11 fig. 10 I have given the age coillposition of the herring shoals 
appeasing at  the west coast throughout the seasoil 1933-1934, herrings 
in different stages of maturity treated separately. The conclitions it1 
this scasoil can be regarclecl as typical for the corlclitions in the later 
yeax. 
One fillcls that the stage 111 of the large herring in December-Janu- 
arjr illaiilly represents a component of younger iilclividuals njith 5 alicl 
6 ycai-s old herring predominant. The age composition of this group is 
very siniilar to that of the recruit spawners appearing in 31:larch ancl 
April, and it is probably that this group of large herring have not spa~vnecl 
before in their life. This group of younger herriligs has in the later years 
regularly appeared in the beginniilg of the large herring season. l'hc 
stages I T 7  ancl Tr in December-January represent ~nainly a cornpoilent 
of olcler inclivicluals with the greatest number of herring older than 
P- 
/ years, which must be supposc:cl to have spawnccl once oi- nlore times 
a q e  c la s se s  
Fig. 10 a. 
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The age composition of herring in different maturity stages 
before and which must be expected also to spawn in the follov~ing 
spawning season. The age cornposition is very similar to that of the 
herring in stages T i 1  and VII in February with the 9, 11 ancl 16 years 
old herrings, representing the rich year classes 1925, 1923 a i d  1918, 
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predominant. 
In February the different stages IV-VII represented in the herring 
shoals are very uniform as regards the age composition and the shoals 
consist almost exclusively of older herrings. 
In March, however, the component of younger herri~lgs appear 
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Fig. 10 b. 
throughout the large- and spring herring season 1933-1934. 
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on the spawning grounds. One finds the saine condition as in December 
-January namely that the sexually less developed i~ldividuals (stages 
IT7 and V) are represented by younger age groups mainly consisting 
of 5 and 5 years old herrings. Also the spawilillg herring in stage VI  
includes a group of younger inclividuals but this group is not predominant. 
The spent herrings (stage VII) consist mainly of older herrings in the 
same manner as the shoals ill February, Thus with increasing maturity 
the average age also increases. 
The spawili~lg and spent herring which appear in April coilsist 
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almost exclusively of 3-6 years old i~idividuals represt:nting rather 
pure shoals of recruit spawners. The age coillpositioil of this spawning 
shoals is rather siiuilar to that of the herring in stage 111 in the early 
part of the large l ~ ~ r r i ~ l g  season ancl of the herring in stage IV ancl V 
appearing in March. 
In the illail1 features thus we call confirm the opiniol~ of LEA about 
the age cornpositioil of the large- ancl spring herring. The large herring 
in the stages IV and V represents niainly older spawners of the saillc 
age coiiipositioil as the spring herring in the early spa\vning season in 
February. 111 the later years however a sexually less clevelopecl group 
of yo~~nger  herrings have appeared in the begiilili~lg of the large herring 
season which have an age composition very similar to the recruit spawners 
appearing in tlle later part of the spa\vning season. If these herrings 
really spawn in the i~niuidiately follo1i7ing spa~vning season cannot 
l ~ e  clecided surely. Tn March the recruit spawners, \vhich spawn for the 
iirst tinle in their life, appears on the spawning grounds ancl it is apparent 
that the younger age groups reach maturity later than the older spawners. 
The heterogenity of the spring herring i11 March as regards nlatx~rity 
is due to this circumstance. 
X STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE VERTEBRAL NUMBER OF 
THE LARGE- AND SPKING HERRING IN NORWEGIAN WATEKS. 
From the previous description we have seen that a pre-spawning 
~nigration taltes place to the west coast which forms the base for an 
i~npor ta~l t  large herring fishery in December- Janrrary mainly in coastal 
regions where only an unimportant spawning takes place. In  February- 
April a spawning migration takes place to the main spawning districts 
at the south west coast and the M ~ r e  coast, ~vllich forms the base for the 
spring lrerri~lg fishery. As we have seen no fundamental clifferences 
csist as regards the age composition of the large herring and spring 
lrerring shoals ancl accorclillg to OTTESTAD (1934) also no growth diver- 
gt-11cies call he provecl. Thus the only clifference between the two kinds 
of herring seems to be the degree of maturity. 
However investigations by BROCH, JOHANSEX and SCHNAKENRECI<, 
cited in a previous chapter, have shown that certain morphological 
divergencies may exist, which seem to  indicate that the Norwegian 
herring population is not tlomogeneous from a racial point of view. 
111 the Sollowing I will give a statistical analysis of the great number 
of vertebral counts on large- and spring herrings made in the years 
1932-1936. In the first place it will be tested if the spring herring 
appearing on the spawning grounds throughout the spawning season 
is racially hon~oge~leous ancl thell the relation between the large herring 
ancl the spring herring will be analysccl. 
The Spring Herring. 
As have been cler-uonstratecl in figures 2 and 7 two maill spawning 
ceiltres (clistricts I ancl 111) exist at the Norwegian coast ancl where 
also the maill spring herring fisheries take place, These two spawning 
districts are separated by a large herring district (11) where only air 
unimportant spawning taltes place. Further a spawning centre was 
found in northern Norway (district IV) outside Lofoten ancl Vesterglen 
but wvl1e1.e no regular fishery takes place. I t  will in the following be 
tested if the herring appearing in these different spawning districts 
tl~roughout the spawning season February-April differ morphologicallj~ 
as regards the vertebral number. 
In the scco~lcl column of table 1 I have give11 the meall number of 
vertebrae for the whole material of spring herring fro111 each of the 
four. districts I-IV. The greatest number of indivicluals comes fro111 
the two main spawning districts I and I11 .vvhile the material is rather 
sparse from the district I1 where spawning shoals more selclorn are met 
witll. In the table I have given the number of herring investigateel (a), 
the meal1 llu~nber of vertebrae (&I) and the standard deviation of the 
nlean (!)-I. 
The meall number of vertebrae of the spring herring from the two 
main spawning districts I ancl I11 is 57.353 f 0.007 allit 57.280 & 
0.009 respectively ancl the cliffere~lce between the vlnea~ls is 0.073 5 
0.011 which measured with its standard deviation is equal to 6,s. Tile 
difference ~ n u s t  herefore be regarded as sigllificant and the possibility 
is very small that the cliffere~lce uloulcl be eliminated if new observatiolls 
were added. 
The mean llulllber of vertebrae of the spring herring fro111 Northern 
Norway (clistrict IV) is 57.273 f 0.019 and is tl-rus only a little lower 
than the mean for clistrict I11 but coilsiderable lower than that for district 
I. The difference between the means for districts I a ~ l d  IV is 0.080 & 
0.020 which measured with its standard deviatioil is equal to 4.0. Thus 
the spring herrillg from the south west coast (I) differ significantly 
from those appearing in the spawning clistricts I11 ancl IV north of Stat. 
However also a scanty spawning occurs in the district I1 and the 
mean number of vertebrae of the spring herring appearing in this clistrict 
is 57.326 f 0.029. This mean has an intermediate position between the 
means for the two ~leighbourillg ctistricts I ancl I11 but the differences 
are not statistically significant. 
By comparing all four districts one finds the highest meall in the 
most southern district and the11 decreasing values from south to north. 
In a previous chapter we have seen that the spring herring shoals 
on the spawning grounds do not represent pure spawning shoals hut 
the spawning and spent herrings (stages VI ancl T'II) have a rather 
important adlnixture of individuals in the stages IV ancl V \ ~ ~ h i c h  arc 
not quite ready to spawn. This is most prominent in February. 111 the 
two last colum~ls of table 1 I have given the Inean number of vertebrae 
of the two maturity groups IV + V and VI + VII separately. 
%'hen the maturity group VI -t VII from the four ctiffevellt regions 
are compared one finds, in the same nlallller as for the ~vhole material, 
decreasing ~neall values fro111 south to north. The. clifference between 
the llleans for districts I and 111 is 0.080 f 0.014 which measured 
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with its standarc1 deviation is equal to 5.7. Thc difference between 
the means for districts I and IT.' is 0.093 & 00.21 which measured with 
its standard deviatioil is equal to 4.4. The pure spawiling shoals at  the 
south west coast cliffer thus significa~ltly froin those at  the Ril~re-Trancle- 
lag coast and nortlrerll No]-way. 
In follo~ving table will be testecl if there is ally real difference 
bet~veen the nieans of the maturity groups IV 4- V ancl VI - VII 
~vithin one ancl the samc area, in the spaw~ling season l!'ebruary--April 
District IV: Diff. stagc IV + V - stage T I  + VII = 0.030 & 0.104 
) 111: 0 )) )) - )) 0 = 0.012 & 0 018 
)) 11: )) )) )\ - D )) = 0.061 & 0.060 
0 I :  0 )) 9 - )) 0 = 0.049 & 0.01 5 
Only in the southernmost district I a real differcilce between the 
two maturity groups can be noted \vliicli is nlore than three times its 
sta~lclard deviation. In the other districts there are no significant 
differences between the two groups. 
In table 2 I have sub-classifieci the material according the different 
months February, March ancl April in order to see if the spring herring 
is homogeneous throughout the spawning season. The two maturity 
groups are treated separately. 
In the district I at  the south west coast the material only i~lcludes 
February ancl March while a spring herring fishery seldom takes place here 
in April. As regards the spring herring appearing in February one fincls 
as for the whole material a lower mean for the maturity group IV + V 
than for the group VI -t VII ancl the difference between the means, 
0.062 + 0.018, is significant. As regarcls the spring herring in nilarch the 
sexually less developed herrings (IV+V) have a mean number of vertebrae 
rather similar to that  of the correspollcling group in the previous month. 
Rut also the spawning and spent herrings (VI + VII) have a lower mean 
than the corresponding maturity group in February. 
The lowering of the mean in March might be due to the immigration 
of the recruit spawners which takes place in this month. In order to 
test this supposition I have in the following given the mean of the 3-7 
years old recruit spawners and the mean of the herring olcler than 7 
years appearing in March: 
- - 
Recruitspawn-rs M = 57.331 + 0.018) Diff. = 0.012 + 0.031 Older spawners M = 57.343 + 0.025J 
It  is thus no significant diiference between the two age groups 
appearing in March ancl also the older herrings show a somewhat lower 
Incan than the older spawners in February. The lowering of the mean 
~ I I  the later part of the spawning season must be due to other circum- 
stances wllich will be cliscussed later. 
In the other main spawning district 111 a t  the N ~ r e  coast no real 
differences exist between the means of the different groups of herring 
appearing in the different months of the spawning season as demon- 
strated in table 2. Also the mean number of vertebrae of the recruit 
spawners (57.263 & 0.030) cloes not cliffer significantly from that of 
the whole contingent of herring appearing in March (57.274 + 0.017). 
Summarizing the results we have found that the herrillg spawning 
in the main spawning districts between Lindesnes and Bergen ancl between 
Stat ancl Trondheims Fjord, which districts are separated by a region 
where only a scanty spawning takes place, differ significantly as regarcls 
the vertebral number. Also the herring spawning in Northern Norway 
differ significantly from those spawning at  the south west coast, but 
has a vertebral number rather similar to that of the herring from the 
Mare coast. Thus i t  seems to exist two racially different spawning 
con~mu~lities along the Norwegian coast. However if this is the case 
each of the spawning communities must be racially uniform, as different 
llerring races are expected not to mix in the same spawning area during 
the spaw~lilig season. In the M~re-Tr~ndelag district the herring stuck 
seems to be rather uniform throughout the spawningseason. At the 
south west coast however, the sexually less developed herring differs 
from the spawning herring in February and the later ones have a higher 
mean value than the herring spawning in March. I t  will therefore be of 
interest to make a further analyse of the herring appearillg in different 
11linor areas within one and the same main spawning district. 
In a previous chapter I have shown that we probably have to clo 
with different runs to the different spawning grouncls within one and 
the same spawning district, and that these different shoals do not spawn 
at  the same time. The herring first appears in the centre of the district 
and then shoals gradually immigrate to the other grounds. 
In table 3 I have given the rneall number of vertebrae of the lier- 
ring from the different spawning grounds along the coast situated in 
the fishing areas indicated on the chart fig. 2. The herring appearing 
in the spawning season February-April are separated in the two 
maturity groups IV + V and VI + VII. 
If we first consider the southerlimost district I con~prising Roga- 
land-S.Hordland in table 3, we find the highest nzean value for the 
herring in stages VI + VII in the southern part of the district on the 
grounds outside Egersund and Jaeren (57.425 and 57.463) and the 
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lowest values in the northernmost part of the clistrict at  Bgmme1e1-i 
and Iiors Fjord (57.332 and 57.305). The difference between the meails 
for Egersund ar;d B~mmelen is 0.093 & 0.031 which measured with 
its standard deviation is equal to  3.0. I t  is also a real clifference between 
thc Incan of the herrings spawning outside Egersuncl an that of the 
herring spawning at  Skucle Fjorcl in the centre of the district. This 
cliffcrence is 0.075 & 0.024 which measured with its standard cleviatio~l 
is equal to 3.1. The herri~lg spawnings in the main spawning district 
at  the south west coast is thus not racially homogeneous, ancl the racial 
alialysis confirms the previously mentioned opinion, that we have to  
clo with clifferent independent runs to the different spawning grounds. 
M'e can now also u~iderstand why the mean number of vertebrae 
is lower in March than in February in this district. As we have seen in 
fig. 8, delno~istrating the spawning time on the cliffcrent grounds, the 
llerring arrives to the northernmost spawning grouncls, R~mmelcn ancl 
Iiors Fjorcl, first in Marc11 and these herrings have a lower niean number 
of vertebrae than the herrings spawning earlier i11 the season on the more 
southern grounds. 
TVc have in table 1 seen that the maturity group IV + V of the her- 
ring appearing niai~lly in February in district I differ significantly 
as regards the vertebral number from the maturity group VI + VII 
in the same district. Table 3 clemonstrates, however, that the maturity 
group IV -+ V of the herring appearing in the spawning season is also 
very heterogeneous. The highest mean value (57.521) is found on the 
groltnds outsicle Jaeren ancl the lowest mean (57.146) on the northern- 
most grounds within the district at  Kors Fjorcl, in the same manner as 
has been closnonstrated for the group VI + VII. The clifference between 
the nieans for the herring from Jaeren and Kors Fjord is 0.375 & 0.076, 
which measured with its standard cleviation is equal to 4.9. Rut real 
differences exist also between the mean for Jaeren 011 the one side ancl 
the means for Skude Fjorcl anel Sira Fjord on the other hand. These 
differences, measureci with their stanciard deviations, are equal to  3.1 
a ~ i d  3.9 respectively. However, when the two maturity groups from one 
ancl the same spawning area are cornparecl in table 3, one docs not fincl 
any cliffereilces which are significant from a statistical point of view. 
The differel~ce obtained by co~nparing the whole material of the two 
maturity groups from district I may be cxplail~ecl by the circumstance, that 
the groups are coniposecl of heterogeneous elements in different proportions. 
In the other niain spawning clistrict 111, at  the More-Tr~nclelag 
coast, the rnaterial seems to be inore honiogc~ieous ancl 110 significant 
differences call be found between the nlea~ls of the spawnillg groups on 
thc different spawning grouncls. There are also no significant differences 
between the Ineans of the two maturity groups IV $ V and VI  + S'II 
in one and the same spawning area. 011 the mhole tllc 1nea11 value\, 
with exception of that  for S v i ~ l ~ y ,  are lower than tl-tose fou~ld  in clistrict I. 
The same is the case ~ v i t h  chc Ineaus of the 11~1-ring from thc different 
spawning areas in northern Nol-way. 
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As regards the district I1 (N. Hordland, Sogn a i d  Fjordane) tllc 
scanty material seems to show, that the herrillgs appearing in the 
souther11 part of the district (Hjelte Fjoi-cl) have a meall number of 
vertebrae siinilar to that of the herring in the northern part of district I 
(Kors Fjord), while the herring spawning in the ilortheril part (Rrc- 
manger) has a lower mean value inore correspoi~ding to those found in 
clistrict 111. 
Thus the racial analysis has showll that we have not to do with 
two distinct races represeiltcd by the spawlliilg commullity at  the south 
west coast and that north of Stat, but also within one and the same 
spawning district the shoals appearillg on the different grounds lnay 
differ significantly as regards the vertebral number. The two main 
spawning districts are also not quite distinct separated froin each other 
and a scanty spawniilg takes place in the i~ltermecliate clistrict 11. Thi. 
spawning in the last nlentioned clistrict  nus st have been of rather great 
importance in certain periods, when a rathcr great spring herriilg fishery 
tooks place there (compare fig. 4). 
I t  is inore in conformity with the facts to regard the spawning a5 
rather contilluous along the whole coast from Liildesnes to Northerl~ 
Norway but ~vi th  a inore importallt spawning in certain areas. Instearl 
of two or more distinct spawning colninuilities we have apparently to 
do with a great number of local spawning runs to the grouncls along 
the coast which differ i~lorphologically ancl which therefore illust be 
supposed not to intermingle in greater degree. Froin the table 3 oIrrx 
gets the in~pression, that the vertebral nuinber of the different spawniilg 
shoals gradually decreases from south to north. 
T h e  relation between the Large herring and 
the Spring herring. 
As demonstrated in fig. 2 the nlain large herring fishery takes placi~ 
in the district I1 between Bcrgen and Stat, where no spring herring 
fishery oi importancc occurs, and to a less degree in the district I11 
between Stat and Trondheinls Fjord. The large herrings appear in 
December and disappear again froin the coastal waters at  the end of 
January, which is nlarked by a declean of the fishery betwecn the largt: 
herring and the spring herring seasons. In thc southernillost district I 
no corresponding large herring fishery takes place but the first herring 
shoals, which appear at  the end of January immediately before the 
spawning season, are conlmonly not quitc ready to spawn a i d  inay 
therefore be characterized as large herrings. In  l~orthcrn Norway large 
herring .shoals have occasioi~ally been met with in January. 
The large herring include mainly illclividuals in the mat~zrity stages 
IV and V and to a less clegree individuals in stage 111. The herrings in 
the last mentiolled stage consist mainly of young individuals, and it 
cannot be decided, if this group will spawn in the following spawning 
season. The sexually more developed individuals in stages IV ancl V 
i~lclucle however mainly olcler herrings of the same age colnposition 
as the spring herrings met with in February. 111 the following analysis I 
will therefore only treat the large herring in the stages IV ancl V. 
In  table 1 is given the mean number of vertebrae of the large 
herring appearing in December-January i11 the four districts I-IV. 
One finds that the large herring does not constitute a holnogeneous 
stock. The herring from the main large herring district I1 has the lowest 
mean number of vertebrae, while the large herring from the more norther11 
districts I11 and IV have solnewhat higher means. The large herring 
from the southernmost district I has, however, a collsiderablc higher 
rnean value than the herrings from the other three clistricts. The clif- 
fereilces between the mean for district 1 and the means for the clistricts 
11, I11 and IV are 0.150 + 0.23, 0.114 0.024 ancl 0.122 + 0.041 
respectively. In all three cases the difference measured with its standard 
deviation is equal to or more than 3. 
It is however also a real difference between the rnearls of the her- 
ring from the two main large herring clistricts I1 ancl 111. This difference 
is 0.036 f 0.011 which llleasurecl with its standarc1 cleviatioll is equal to 3.3. 
I n  the following the relation between the large herring, appearing 
in December-January, and the spring herring, appearing in February- 
April, will be cliscussed. 
By looking on the chart fig. 2 one finds that a spring herring fishery 
of dimensions correspoliding to the great herring fishery between Bergen 
and Stat only is found at  the south west coast between Lindesnes ancl 
Bergen. If the bulk of large herrings really spawn a t  the Norwegian 
coast after leaving thc district I1 they must be supposecl to  immigrate 
to district I in the spawning season. 4 t  the Mdre coast a spring herring 
fishery of dimensions corresponding to the large herring fishery in the 
same district exists and i t  is therefore naturally to suppose that the large 
herrings appearing in district I11 also spawn in this coastal region. 
The mean number of vertebrae given in table 1 demolistrates hob\-- 
ever that the l a ~ g e  herrings generally have lower mean values than 
the spring herrings. The mean number of vcrtebrac of the whole material 
of large herring is 57.182 & 0.006 (n = 14362) ancl tiiat of the whole 
material of spring herring 57.324 + 0.005 tn = 17782). The difference 
between the two means, 0.142 + 0.008, is considerable and measured 
xvith its standard deviation equal to 17.8. 
In the following table 4 I have given the differences between the 
means of the large herring in each of the four districts I-IV ancl the 
means of the maturity groups VI + VII and IV + V of the spring 
herrings in the corresponding clistricts. The differences are measurecl 
wit11 their standard deviations (M* - &I2 : I/~,.> + lJ.22). 
When one compare the large herrings appearing in the two main 
large herring districts I1 and I11 with the spawning herrings (maturity 
group VI + VII) i11 each of the four clistricts I-IV, one finds real 
differences between all the mean values, which measured with their 
standard deviations are equal to or more than 3. 
The difference between the means of the large herring from the 
main large herring district 11 and the spawning herring from the main 
spring herring district I is 0.207 + 0.011 which measurecl with its 
stanclarcl deviation is equal to 18.8. The differences between the means 
of the large herring from districts I11 and IV and the spawning herring 
from clistrict I are 0.171 & 0.012 ancl 0.159 ,t, 0.036 respectively which 
nleasurecl with their standard deviations are equal to 14.3 ancl 5.0. 
The only group of the large herring which does not differ significantly 
fro111 the spawning herring in district I is the large herring which appear 
in the same district immediately before the spawning season. The 
cllfferellce between the means of these two groups is 0.057 0.026 
-cvhich n~easured with its standard deviation is equal to 2.2. 
Thus we have seen that the bulk of large herring appearing in De- 
cember-January cllffer significantly as regards the vertebral number 
from thc spring herring spawning in February-April in ally of the 
four clistricts I-IV situated along the coa5t between Linclesnes ancl 
Northern Norway. Only the small amount of large herring appearing 
in the southernmost clistrict I at  the end of January seems to be identical 
with herring spawning in the same district. The large herrings occasionally 
niet with in Northern Norway (district IV) also do not differ significantly 
from the herring spawning in this northern district but the number of 
large herring investigated from this district is rather small. 
Also when the bulk of large herring from districts I1 ancl 111 are 
compared with the nlaturlty group IV + V of the spring herring appearing 
in February-Apr11 111 the three districts I, I1 and 111, one flncls dii- 
ferences xvhich measured with their stalldarcl deviations are consiclerable 
grcater than 3 (table 4). The spring herring i11 stages IV ancl V fro111 
Sorthern h'orway are not consideuecl while the ~lurnber of indivicluals 
investigatecl (43) is very small. Only the large herring from clistrict I 
does not differ significantly from maturity group IV + V of the spring 
Iierring. 
By a sub-classification of the ~naterial of large herriilg accorcli~lg 
to the different minor fishiilg areas along the coast clemonstrated on 
the chart fig. 2 one finds from table 3 that the large herring -tvithir~ one 
ancl the sallle main district is heterogeneous, in the same manner as 
found for the spring herring. If thc main large herring clistrict 11 is 
consiclerecl, one finds rather variating means for the large herring visiting 
thc different fishiilg areas. The large herring from Hjeltc Fjord and 
Sognesj 0 en have the lowest nleail values, ~vhich differ significantly 
fro111 the rncarls fou~ld in the neighbouriug arcas. Thus the difference 
Table 4. M I - M ,  : l/mI2 + m," 
Spring herring Febrzinry-Aprid. 
Diff. -+ 
I 
4, 
IV 
bb 
fi 
X Y I I I  
$ .$ 
% 
w ,- T G  11 
d 
I  
Maturity stages IV + V 
Distrjcts 
- - .- -- 
IV  I I11 
Diff. ---+ 
I1 1 I 
I 
I 
9 
I V  
o;o 
. z m I I I  
k 5 
F G 
H 
r 
I I 
0.116 t 0.087 I 0.181 i 0.130 
- -~ = 1.1 -= 2.3 i -- -- = 3.1 i -= 3.5 
0.108 0.038 1 0.059 1 0.037 
1 
0.108 0.079 1 0.173 1 0.122 
-- = 1.0 1 - -- = 3.G I -- = 7.6 
= I" I 0.048 0.110 0.017 0.016 
0.144 I 0.115 ! 0.209 1 0.158 
= 1.4 - 7.2 / -- -- 4.4 -- - 10,s 
0.105 1 0.016 0.048 1 0.013 
I 
I I 
0.006 I 0.035 1 0.059 
-- 
I 0.008 
- -- = 0.1 I ---- = / 0.052 - 0.3 - 1.1 j ------ 0,104 1 0.026 , 0.026 
~ 
-- 
Maurity stages VI -1VII  
~ 
---- .- 
Districts 
IV  111 I I I I 
1 
I 
0.086 1 0.099 
-- 
0 1 2 0  
-- 
I 0.179 
---. , 2.2 = 2,7 = 2,4 / -- = 5.0 
0.040 1 0.037 1 0.051 0.036 1 
0.078 0.091 j 0.171 
-= 3,7 -- = 6.1 -- = 2.9 - 14.3 
0.021 j 0.015 1 0.038 0.012 
0.114 1 0.127 0.148 i 0.207 
-- -- = 5.7 1 - -- = 3.9 : = 18.8 
0.020 i 0.014 0.038 1 0.011 
0.036 ! 0.023 0.002 1 0.057 
- = 1.2 1 = 0.9 - 0.1 -= 2.2 
0.029 1 0.026 
between the means from Hjelte Fjord and Fjell i5 0.165 f 0.039 which 
measured with its standard deviation is equal to 4.2. Further the dif- 
terence between the means from Sognesj~en and I<i1111 is 0.128 f 0.035 
which measured with its standard deviation is equal t o  3.7. Also thc 
clifference between the means from Hjelte Fjord and IGnn, 0.132 + 0.031 
is more than three tiines its standard deviation. 
Within the district I11 the large herring froin Svinoy has a lower 
mean number of vertebrae than the large herrings from the more northcrn 
areas. The differences between the mean for Svin0y and the means for 
Storholinen and Baksbotteil are 0.095 & 0.026 ancl 0.119 + 0.032 
respectively, and in both cases the difference is inore than threc tinles 
its standard deviation and thus significant. 
However, generally the rneails of the different large herring groups 
are lower than those of the spring herring spawniizg on the clifferent 
grounds along the coast with exception of the large l~erring appeariilg 
at  Sira Fjord i11 the soutl~ernmost district, the meail of which corresponds 
rather well with that of the herring spawiling iil the saillc area. \iC"tlen 
for instance the spawning heri-i11g (maturity group VI $- VII) irol?z 
the Skude Fjord area, xvl~ei-c according to the chart fig. 2 the ricllest 
spring h e r r i ~ g  fishery takes place, is compared with the large herrings 
visiting the different areas situated within the main large herring districts 
I1 ancl 111, one finds in all cases, with exception of the herring from 
Fjell, a real difference between the means, which ineasured with its 
standard deviation is equal to or more thail three as demonstratecl in 
the table 5. 
Table 5 .  
Diff. 
1) 
H 
>) 
MI - fit2 : ,/GFTkj 
Ida]-geherriilg Fjell  . . . . . . 0.076 : 0.037 = 2.1 
Hjeltefjorcl 0.241 : 0.024 = 10.0 
Feie . . . . 0.205 : 0.021 = 3.3 
Sognesjcaen 0.237 : 0.025 = S.5  
Bulandet  . . 0.187 : 0.021 = 8.9 
l i i n n .  . . . . . 0.109 : 0.029 = 3 . 8  
Brelnailger 0.195 : 0.030 = 6.5 
Tir5kenes 0.189 : 0.040 = 4.7 
Svilloy . . . . 0.229 : 0.025 = $1.2 
R u n d o y  . . 0.170 : 0.025 =- 6.8 
Storhol~l len  0.134 : 0.021 = 6.4  
Ona . . . . . .  0 . 1 5 2 : 0 . 0 4 0 =  3.5 
Baksbot ten  0.110 : 0.025 = 3.9 
Grip  . . . . . .  0 .325 :  0.042 = 3.0 
T h e  i~lvestigations by Schnakenbeck olz the 
))mode o j  variabilitycc. 
SCI-IKAICENBECK (1931), a~lalysing the herring races in the North 
Sea by vertebral counts, avoids the use of the mean, stailclard deviation 
and standard deviation of the mean ancl prefers to use the shape of 
the frequency polygon as a criterion of the ))mode of variabilitycc of 
the sample. He finds in this manner different ))types(( which according 
to SCHXACICEKXECI< represent pure races, ancl he nzeans that ))inter- 
mediate modes of variabilitycc must represent mixtures of races. 
SCHXAI<ENBECI< has also treated vertebral counts of some herring 
samples fro111 Norwegian coastal waters apparently representing large 
and spring herriilg as well as immature fat herring from cliffereilt parts 
of the coast. He recogilizes here two types A and B with different shape 
ot the frequeilcy polygons. The A-type has a steep frequency polygon 
with maximum a t  Vert 57 and the B-type at flat frequency polygoll 
with vert 57 and Vert 58 more equally represented. SCHKAKENBECIC 
meails that these two types must represent two \veil distinguishecl her- 
ring races. 
In fig. 11 I have given the frequency polygons for the vertebral 
counts of the large herring fro111 December-January and the spriilg 
herring from February-April from the different areas along the coast 
clernollstratecl on the chart in fig. 2. 
Tlle frequency polygo~ls of the large herrings are all, with exception 
of that from the southernmost area Sira Fjorcl, icleiltical with that, 
which SCI~NXI~EXEECII tei-mes the A-type. The bulk of the large herring 
lllust thus according to the opinion of SCHNARE?IBECI< be very homo- ' 
geneous wllich however is not in collforn~ity with the fact. 
As regards the spring herring from the different spawning grouncls 
one fiilcls that the herrings from Jzren at  the southerll part of the 
coast have a frequency polygoil which is rather similar to SCHNAICEX- 
EECII'S R-type, while the herrings from the spawning grouncls in nor- 
therll Sorway represent the A-type. The herrings from the spawning- 
groullds situated between J ~ r e n  ancl northern Norway have ))intermecliate 
11zodes of variabilitycc and must thus according to the opinion of 
SC HNAICENBECIC repl-ese~lt ~llixtures of the two races A and B. 
However SCHXAI<ENBECIC has laid stress on the defir~ition of a race 
given by HEINCKE namely, that a race includes a group of i~ldivicluals 
which live in thc same area ancl under the same conditions a i d  which 
by Illcalls of cross fertilization are in close relation with each other. 
The race is according to SCHNAI<EXBECK iiz the first hand a physiological 
group, a spa~vniilg con~n~ullity (Leichgemeinschaft) ancl this means 
Fig. 11. Frequency polygons for Vert. S arranged accorcli~lg to 
the geographical distribution of the fishing areas. 
Fig. 12. The mean of vertebral counts of each large- and 
spring herring sample in relation to area. 
HALTEN- 
suln 
'$ TITRAN 
that two races do not mix in the same spawning area cturi~lg the spnnr- 
ning season. 
The spring herring groups fi-om February-April represent, however, 
spawning herring from the spawning grounds and cannot therefore be 
supposed to represent mixture of races. The different shape of the 
frequency polygons is only an expression for a gradation of the means 
with decreasing values from south to north as demonstrated in table 3. 
The impression of a gradation of the means froill south to north 
is strengthened when the means of each san~ple is graphically plotted 
in relation to area as demonstrated in fig. 12. The black syll~bols re- 
present samples of large herring from December-January and the 
open symbols spring herring samples from February-April but separated 
in the maturity groups IV +- V and VI + VII. The mean values of the 
different samples show a rather great variation within one and the 
same area but on the whole it is a marked continuous gradation of the 
means of the spring herring samples from south to north, while the means 
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Fig. 13. Variance plotted against the mean of 
each sample of vertebral counts. 
of the large herring samples are groupecl about a lower average value 
than those of the spring herring. 
SCHSAKEXBECI~S empirical method for distinguishing herring races 
by means of the ))mode of variability(( has been criticisecl by BUCHANAS- 
WOLLASTONE (1933). He writes: ))The space clistribution of Dr. SCHNA- 
KENBECK'S samples, as specified by ))shape(( of the frequency curve of 
vertebrae, is extremely suggestive but proves nothing. The shape is 
merely a function of the position of the mean((. RUCHAKAN-\VOLLASTONE 
has investigated SCHSAI<ENBECK'S vertebral counts according to FISHER'S 
lnethod of the Analysis of Variance and comes to the result that the 
distribution of variance in the sanlples is founcl not to differ significantly 
from the normal distribution, indicating that the samples with inter- 
mediate ))mocles of variability(( are not mixtures but intermediate in 
character between SCHNAI<ENBECK'S ))types((. He states further that 
there is no evidence of the existence of any given number of races as 
defined by mean vertebral number, vertebral number may vary confi- 
~ t z ~ o z ~ s l y  with area. 
RUCHANAN-\ ; l70~LAS~0~~ also has employed a graphical ~nethocl 
to test the presence of mixture of races by means of plotting variances 
against means of corresponding samples. Such mixtures should be in- 
dicated by increased variance in the mixecl samples. In fig. 13 this 
metl~ocl is used for the whole ~naterial of Korwegian large and spring 
herring samples. There should be a distinct drop at  the ends in the 
plotted points and a hump in the middle, if the lower and higher means 
are pure racially and the intermediate means belonge to mixtures. How- 
ever there is no signs of such an effect. 
Tlte vertebral nzlfnber of different year classes and the 
variation of Yert .  S from season to season. 
ilTe have seen that the vertebral number of the spawning groups 
along the Norwegian coast shows a graclation in relation to area. This 
gradation cannot be due to mixture of races and it is more probably to 
suppose that the gracliation is related to different hyclrographical condi- 
tions along the coast. When the variation of the vertebral number 
with area is clue to environmental factors, one may also expect to fincl 
differences in the vertebral number of different year broods owing to 
fluctuations in the external conclitions froin year to year. 
In table 6 I have given the mean number of vertebrae of succesive 
year classes represented among the large herring from districts I1 ancl 
Table 6. Vert .  S .  of di f fe~#ent year classes. 
Spring herring 
District I 1 District I11 
S. Hordland Trandelag 1 More Rogaland ,
- 
Pear  
1 
--- -- - - - - 
Large herrlng 
-- - - - - - - -- - 
District I1 ' District 111 
Sogn & Fjord. Trandelag 
N. Hordland 1 Mare 
5pr!ny  herring: Dis l r i c t  I 
, 
................. 
m Larqe , 
m ----- 
Fig. 14. Graphical demonstration of the variation of the vertebral number of 
succesive year classes of large- and spring herring from different coastal re,' nio~ls. 
I11 and the spring herring froill districts I ancl 111. The variations of 
the means are also graphically demonstrated in fig. 14. 
From fig. 14 me can state that the fenomenon, previously clemon- 
strated, nanlely that the large herring has a lower mean number of srerte- 
brae than the spring herring and that among the spring herring those 
from the district I11 have a lower mean value than those froin the inore 
southern district I is prominent throughout a long period inclucling 
the years 1918-1933. 
The vertebral number of the different year broods within each of 
the four herring groups variates however considerable from year to 
year. In order to test if the mean values of the different year cla.;ses 
differ significantly I have calculated the differences between the means 
lneasured with their standard deviations. In the following tablei 7-10 
I have given the differences which measured with their standard devia- 
tions are equal to or inore than 3, ancl which therefore may be supposed 
to be significant. 
Among the large herring from both districts I1 and I11 the year class 
1930 has a conlparatively high ~llean number of vertebrae and the year 
class 1928 a rather low mean value and within each of the two districts 
both year classes cliffer significantly from a great number of the other 
year classes represented in the material. Among the large herring further 
the year class 1923 from district I1 and the year classes 1924 and 1931 
froin district I11 differ significantly froin several of the other year 
classes (tables '7 and 8). 
But also anlong the spring llerriilg from the nzaill spawning district 
I (table 9) one finds real differences between the year class 1931 and the 
year classes 1918, 1919 and 1928 respectively and further between the 
year classes 1928 ancl 1923 ancl between 1923 ancl 1918. Anlong the 
spring herring from district I11 the yeai- class 1918 has a high mean num- 
ber of vertebrae which differs significantly from the means of five 
other year classes (table 10). 
The age conlposition of the herring stock is however not constant, 
but cllanges from year to  year throug1-1 the iininigration of new year 
classes and the disappeariilg of olclcr ones as clemonstratecl foi- the 
Norwegian herring stock in fig. 15. Some of the year classes may be 
richer than the other ones and may predominate for a certain period. 
In  the year 1932 the year classes 1923 ancl 1925 were precloininating 
ailcl the fornlerly very rich year class 1918 is red~zcecl in number. In 
this and the nest years an immigration of the two new year classes 
1928 ancl 1929 can be noticed, which ilnlnigration culnlinatcs in 1934. 
I11 1935 however, the age composition is strongly changecl clue to the 
rich immigration of the year class 1930, which year class is quite pre- 
elornillent in the following year 1936. 
Through the variation of the vertebral nuinber of the cliffereilt 
yeas classes as previously clernonstratecl, one lnay expect a variation 
of the vertebral number of the herring stocli from season to season 
owing to the different age cornposition of the stock. This is really the 
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1) 
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1) 
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Table 7. Large herring, Distvict 11. 
, - M2 : r/---- m? + m,? 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ycal-classes 1930-1931 0.213 : 0.061 = 3.5 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  -aw- 1930-192s 0.279 : 0.042 = 6.6 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  -a- 1930-1927 0.337 : 0.102 = 3.3 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  -1- 1930-1926 0.196 : 0.045 = 4.4 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  -- 1930-1925 0.145 : 0.030 = 4.8 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  -o- 1930-1924 0.158 : 0.033 = 4.5 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  -1)- 1930-1923 0.191 : 0.031 = 6.2 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  -0- 1930-1920 0.187 : 0.055 = 3.4 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  -0- 1928-1929 0.188 : 0.060 = 3.1 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  -a- 1928-1925 0.134 : 0.038 = 3.5 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
-1- 1928-1924 0 . 1 2 1 : 0 . 0 4 0 = 3 . 0  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  - 1  1925-1922 0.207 : 0.044 = 4.7 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  -0- 1922-1919 0.274 : 0.083 = 3.3 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  -a- 1928-1918 0.182 : 0.046 = 4.0 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  -0- 1923-1922 0.119 : 0.034 = 3.5 
Table 8 . Large herring. District 111 . 
MI - M, : J m l ~  -1- m? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Diff yearclasses 1931-1930 0.191 : 0.045 = 4.2 
R -r- 1931-1922 . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.163 : 0.051 = 3.2 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  0 -- 1931-1918 0.212 : 0.055 = 3.9 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  0 -- 1930-1928 0.206 : 0.047 = 4.4 
H -0- 1930-1924 . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.225 : 0.041 = 5.5 
)) -- 1930-1923 . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.100 : 0.031 = 3.2 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  )) I -  1928-1922 0.178 : 0.052 = 3.4 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  D -0- 1928-1921 0.245 : 0.052 = 3.0 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  R -- U- 1928-1918 0.227 : 0.056 = 4.1 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  )) -1)- 1924-1925 0.136 : 0.045 = 3.0 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  )) -1)- 1924-1922 0.197 : 0.048 = 4.1 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  I) -))- 1924-1921 0.264 : 0.079 = 3.3 
H -0- 1924-1920 . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.224 : 0.074 = 3.0 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  H -))- 1924-1918 0.246 : 0.052 = 4.7 
Table 9 . Spring herring. District I . 
M, - M, : t/m12 + m; 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Diff . yearclasses 1931-1928 0.227 : 0.067 = 3.4 
H -9- 1931-1919 . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.325 : 0.099 = 3.3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  -r- 1931-1918 0199 : 0.060 = 3.3 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  R -r- 1928-1923 0.131 : 0.043 = 3.0 
)) -0- 1923-1918 . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.103 : 0.032 = 3.2 
Table 10 . Spring herring. District 111 . 
3-- 
. &'I,: 1/ m12 i m2" 
Diff . yearclasses 1918-1932 . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.299 : 0.092 = 3.3 
)) -9- 1918-1928 . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.250 : 0.080 = 3.1 
D -1)- 1918-1925 . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.180 : 0.056 = 3.2 
B -))- 1918-1923 . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.188 : 0.056 = 3.4 
u -- s- 1918-1922 . . . . . . . . . . . .  O.IG6 : 0.057 = 2.9 
case as clemonstratecl in table 11. which gives the mean number of 
vertebrae of the largc herring from clistricts I1 and 111 and the spring 
hei-ring from clistricts I and 111 in each of the years 1.932-1936. 
As regarcls the large herring one finds considerable clifferences 
between the nleans for the years 1933 and 1936 ancl between those for 
1934 and 1936 in districts 11. ancl at least the first difference inay be 
regarclccl as statistically sigaificant . In district I11 one finds real diffe- 
rences between the means for the years 1933 and 1934. and besween 1934 
and 1936. as demonstrated in the table 12 . In  both districts the rneans for 
1934 is lower than those for 1932. which may be due to the immigration 
Fig. 15. The age composition of the winter herring 
catches in the years 1922-1936. 
Table ! 1. 
- --- - - - - -- 
Large herring Spring herring I I 
Year I :strict I1 , District 111 District I 1 District 111 
- - -- - -- M-I n M I M iM 
of the year class 1928, which year class had a very low mean nurnber 
of vertebrae in this districts. In the years 1935-36 the mean values 
are increasing, which inay be due to the rich immigration of the year 
class 1930 with a comparatively high mean value. 
As regards the spring herring from district I it is real differences 
between the means for the years 1932 and 1934, ancl between those for 
1934 ailc11936. In district 111 the same is found between the means for 
the years 1932 and 1934, 1932 and 1936 as cleinonstrated in the table 12. 
One finds here in contradiction to the large herring increasing mean values 
in the years 1932-34 and clecreasing values in 1935-36, (table ll), which 
may be explainecl by the circu~nstailces that the ycar classes 1928 and 
1929, immigrating in the first periocl at least in clistrict I had very high 
mean values, \vllile the ycar class 1930 immigrating in tile two last 
years hacl a somewhat lower mean. 
Thus we have seen that  tlre vertebral number of the herring spaw- 
ning in one anel the same spawning district is not constant from year 
to year. This phenomellon is due to the variation of the vertebral 
number of the different year broods ancl the different age coinposition 
of the herring stocli from year to ycar. The vertebral ilumber is appa- 
rently merely an expression for the temporary composition of the herring 
stock. This nlay explain the rather high vertebral number, which 
BROCH Eo~incl in 3905-06 for the spring herring in clistrict I (57. 60) 
and for the large 11cri-ing fro111 clistrict I11 (57. 50). 
I t  is however questionable if the variation from season to season 
lllerely is due to the veriation of the vertebral number of the different 
Table 12. 
Large l~erring: XII - ~ 1 2  : j/'kGZT 
. . . . . . . . . .  District 11. Diff. 1934-1936 0.066 : 0.027 = 2.4 
. . . . . . . . . .  )) )) 1933-1936 0.090 : 0.020 = 4.5 
. . . . . . . . . .  District 111. s 1933-1934 0.109 : 0.029 = 3.8 
P r 1933-1935 . . . . . . . . . .  0.049 : 0.024 = 2.0 
)) r 1934-1936 . . . . . . . . . .  0.081 : 0.030 = 2.7 
Spri~lgherri~lg: 
. . . . . . . . . .  District I .  Diff. 1932-1934 0.101 : 0.026 = 3.9 
x a 1934-1935 . . . . . . . . . .  0.054 : 0.022 = 2,5 
. . . . . . . . . .  B )) 1934-1936 0.073 : 0.024 = 3.0 
. . . . . . . . . .  District 111. u 1932-1934 0.120 : 0.037 = 3.2 
. . . . . . . . . .  )) r 1932-1936 0.099 : 0.037 = 2.7 
year classes. I t  is cloubtful if the bulk of herring visiting one and the 
same spawning area represent quite identical shoals from season to 
season. NIy investigation of the spawning on the coastal banks through- 
out a serie of years seem to show that it must exist rather great fluctua- 
tions in the migration to the coastal grounds. In certain years a part 
of the spring herring stock apparently does not visit the banks but 
~llust  spawn on more off shore gro~ulds. 
TVe have seen in the present chapter that the spring herring ap- 
pearing in the Norwegian coastal waters in the spawning season February 
--April is heterogeneous as regarcls the vertebral number. The herrings 
from the main spawning districts differ significantly, but also within 
one and the same spawning district spawning groups visiting neigh- 
bouring spa~vning grounds may differ significa~ltly. I t  seems thus to 
exist several local runs to the Norwegian coast with differing vertebral 
 lumber ancl which therefore must be supposed not to intermingle to 
any great extent. The herrings in the maturity stages IV and V mainly 
appearing in the early part of the spawning season do not differ signi- 
ficantly fro111 the spawning and spent herlings in the same area. 
The large herring in the maturity stages IV and V appearing in 
the coastal waters in December-January some time before the spawning 
season is also lleterogeneous as regards the vertebral number. Thc 
large herrings fro111 the two maill large herring districts I1 and 111 
differ vgnificantly but also within each of the two ctistricts significant 
diffcrences between herring from different fishing areas have been 
proved. Thus the large herring does not represent a homogeneous bulk 
Fig. 16. The clistribution of the spawning grounds of spring spawning herring 
in Northern North Sea. The arrows indicate schen~atically the surface currents 
according to Tait (1934). 
BJERKAK (1917) has then investigated a great number of herring 
from northern North Sea caught in the years 1910-13 as regards age, 
maturity and quality. He found that the year class 1904 was predo- 
minant among the herrings from the nRevkantct in the same nzanner as 
among the Norwegian spring herring, and he concluded that the bulk 
of herring frequenting this area during the summer are herrings belonging 
to  the Norwegian herring stock, which after having spawned on the 
grounds at the Norwegian coast emigrate to recover after propagation. 
However one sample from the )>Mevkantcc takenil1 the beginniilg of May 
consisted of spawning and spent herring, which indicated that spawning 
also takes place in this area. BJERICAN conclucled therefore that the pre- 
sulnecl spring spawners on the ))Revkailt(t inay have a certain independence 
in their relation to the Norwegian spring herring stock, but exchange of 
spawili~lg grouilds might occur with changing hyclrograpbical conditions. 
WOOD has in his previously meiltionecl investigation shown that 
the immature herring caught between Shetland and Norway are clerivecl 
allnost exclusively from a spring spawning stock, but the aclult herring 
population in northeril North Sea during summer is a very coinplex 
one including spring spawners as well as autumn spawners. Also the 
vertebral number of the hefrings from the grou~lds between the Patch, 
BI-essay Bank ancl Viking Bank in the spring and early summer clefini- 
tely indicate mixtures of spring and autumn spawners. 
111 recent years Norwegian fishermen have taken up again the 
1x1-ring fishery on the grounds at  the )>Revkantcc and I have investi- 
gated some samples taken in the spring ancl summer lnaiilly on Viking 
Bank. The material has been completeel by two samples from Viking 
Bad; taken in April, kindly placecl to illy disposal by Mr. WOOD. In  
tables 13-15 the composition of the samples as regards age, maturity 
ancl vertebral number is given. 
From table 13 one finds that the three samples from April mainly 
include spawning ancl spent herrings with an adnlixture of i~nmature 
and maturing inclividuals. Apparently sve have to do with genuine 
Viking Bank spawners mixecl with younger inclividuals. Througho~~t  the 
s~zn~mer  the im~lzatur and maturing herrings are predominallt misecl 
with a smaller group of recovering spents. As regards the age compo- 
sition the 3-7 years old individuals are preclo~ninant with a small group 
of sonewhat older herrings (table 14). 
Table 13. Viking Bank Herring. 
- - - -- -  --- 
Tear 
Maturity stages O/, 
Tear I Month 
I j 11 ! 111 / IV / v ! VI j VII 1 VIII 
291 
257 
251 
108 
327 
199 
5 1  
200 
216 
1937 
15137 
1937 
11136 
1935 
1035 
1933 
1034 
1934 
-
Table 14. Vzking Barrk Herring. 
I Age (Surnmerzo~les) 01, Xo. of Month -- 2 3 4 1  5 1  6 1  7 1 S / 
i y r d  
\pill 
l p l l l  
11av 
June 
J u I ~  
Ju ly  
. l u ~ u s t  
lugus t  
i 1 1 I 
- 
-4pril . . . .  0 . 3 )  - / - 3'1 1 1 9.6 87.0 1 - 
2.7 43.6 - April . . . . 27.6 / 24.5 / 1.6 , - - 
April . . . .  - 17.9 i 3.6 0.8 ' - 7.6 64.2 1 6.0 
May . . . .  3.7 5 9 . 3  i 3 2 . 1  0.91 - i - - 1 3.7 
- - 1 29 2 25 8 33 0 7 6 0 7 '  0 3  2'11 
- 5 4 35 8 42 0) 10 1 
- 
I 
i 2  2 4 7  4 1 2  1 6 9  267 
- 29 11 31 3' 26 1 8 3 
0 , 4 1 1 1  5 8 3  1 5 5  6 1  4 0 )  297 
- 2 0 2  6 1 7  1 5 4  1 6  11 
- 48 71 10 01 24 91 11 11 2 2 181  
- - 7 8 2 ' 1 2 3  4 b  187 
I I 
- - 7 0 5 2 2 i  501 
June  . . . .  
1 1  . . .  
July . . . . 
;Sugust . . 
i u g ~ i s t  . 
1.5 134.3  ' 1 4 . 7  / 3 . 7 1  - 1 - ! - 1 45.9 
2 . 0 ~ 3 0 . 1 4 4 . 7  1.5 1 - / - j 15.1 !
- 1 13.7 51.0 3 1 4  1 - 1 - 1 - 
23.0 , 50.0 16.5 6.5 - 2.5 1 - 
7.4 41.0 137 .9  K 5  1 - 1.9 - ::: 
Year I M o n t l ~  
- 65 - 
Table 15. V i k i n g  Bank Herring.  V e r t  S. 
1937 
1937 
1937 
1936 
1935 
1935 
1933 
1934 
1934 
- ---A 
Maturity stages 
April 
April 
April 
May 
June 
July 
July 
August 
August 
- 
1-11 / 111-IV / VI-VII 1 /I11 
I I I 
From table 15 one finds that the spawning and spent herrings 
occurring on Viking Bank in April have a nlcan nurnber of vertebrae 
about 57.0. I t  is possible that the spents in the sample with the lowest 
value have includecl some few auturnn spawning herrings. The vertebral 
number is rather similar to that of the spring spawners in Shetland 
waters found by WOOD. The recovering spents in June ancl July with 
a vertebral number ranging from 56.873 to 57.167 include to a greater 
part spring spawners ancl the same is the case for the immature herrings 
with niean values ranging from 56.897 to 57.158. The maturing herrings 
have generally lower mean values indicating a greater admixture of 
autumn spawners. 
As regards the genuine Viking Bank spawners from April the low 
number of vertebrae shows no relation to the spring herring spawning 
at  the Norwegian west coast, but is more in accorclance with that of 
the large herring visiting the west coast of Norway iri December- 
January. However the Viking Bank spawners, in the same inanner 
as the Scottish spring spawners, are composecl of younger age groups 
tlrail the bulk of the large herrings, and the age composition of the 
first ones re~xclnbers very much on that of the recruit spawners appearing 
a t  the Norwegian coast. I-Iowever in the early part of the large herring 
season a group of younger individuals mainly in the maturity stage 
111 appears as demonstrated in fig. 10. The mean number of vertebrae 
for 672 individuals of this group is 57.190 f 0.026, which n~ean  cloes 
not differ significantly from the mean, 57.551 f 0.051 for the thircl 
sample in table of the Viking Bank spawners. 
Tlze bulk of the large herrings include however older herrings with 
an age coinpositioil differing from that of the Viking Bank spawner\. 
As we have seen previous the younger spawners appear at  the end of 
the spawning season in Norwegian waters and it is therefore not un- 
reasonable to suppose that herrings spawning earlier in the season on 
Viking Banli may be composed of older spawners but no ~naterial exists 
svliich can prove this. 
Hotvever WOOD has securecl two interesting herring samples caught 
at the slope north of Shetland in February ancl March 1937 and these 
herrings were remarkable larger ancl olcler than the herring commonly 
met with in Shetland svaters. The compositioll of these samples as 
regarcls age, length, maturity and vertebral number, as deilzoilstratecl 
in tables 16-17, is kindly placed to my disposal by Mr. WOOD. 
The age coinposition of the samples remembers very much 011 that 
found in Norwegian waters with very old individuals of the year classes 
1925, 1923 and 1922 predominating. The herrings from February arc 
Table 16 
Years O/, I No, of 11 1 12 1 13 1 14 1 15 I 16 1 17 1 IS / 19 / 20 fish 
Flugga 
Riillas V0e 1 I I I 
---PA -- 
Matnrltles O/, Years O / ,  
Locality Date --- --- -- - - - - -- -- - I I I V / V / V I , V I I  4 1  5 1  6 /  7 1 8 1 9  
Table 17. 
17' 9\T-S 
Flugga 
13' S-E 
Rollas 170e 
I 
1937 
I 
1 7  4 5  6 2  2 8  3 3  
I 
- 
- - - -- - -- - - -- - - - -- - - - -- 
I I Length cm S o .  of Locallty Date -- 28 29 1 30 31 32  1 33 / 34 1 35 1 361 37 / 38 1 39 40 Fish 
I2/NTT'-I\T 
Flugga 
18' I\.-E 
Ronas 
Voe 
1 8 . 2  
1937 
18. 3 
1937 
- - I  - 1 
0.6 - 
mainly in the lnaturity stages IV  ancl V and only a few individuals 
have begun to spawn. In 81arcll however the main part of the herring 
are spawning. The meail vertebral number of the two samples, 57.0.57 
+ 0.041 and 57.000 f 0.039 do not differ fro111 the means of many of 
the la.rge herring samples from Norwegian waters as recorded in fig. 12 
or table I, where salnples ~ i i t l l  mean values as low as 56.970 ancl 56.972 
are fol~nd. 
Thus these sa~nples demonstrate that a group of older span7nel.s 
spawn a t  the northern edge of the North Sea plateau ancl it is not un- 
probably to suppose that  the large herring after leaving the Norwvginn 
coastal waters before the spawniilg season migrate to spawning-grounds 
along the Atlantic slope between Norway, Shetland ancl the Fnroes. 
Anyhow the low nunlber of vertebrae of the large herring appearing 
in Norwegian waters in December-January is more in accortlance 
with the vertebral nunlber of the spring spawning herring, spawning 
under Inore Atlantic conditions in the Northern Nortlr Sea, than wit11 
that of the spring herring spawning in the Norwegian coastal waters. 
WOOD (1936) nleans that the spring spawning group of the herring 
foru~d on the Viking Rank moves towards the Shetlancl coast in early 
summcr. However llerring shoals are met with in certain years in the 
skerries and fjords of the Norwegian south west coast in the summer, 
which have a rather similar colnposition as those fo~uld on Viliing Banli. 
The age compositioil of the shoals including immature and lliaturing 
individuals is in accordailce with that of the herring froill Viking 13ank 
clelllonstratecl in table 14. In table 18 one finds that the immature 
herrings have a mean vertebral nunlber ranging froill 56.784 to 57.117 
which indicates that we have to do with spring spawners more or less 
mixed wit11 autumn spawners. The maturing herrings have lower 
mean values ranging from 56.488 to 56.776 thus apparently including 
a greater nunibel- of a~ztumn spawners. 
LEA (1929), who has analysecl the sa~nplc from August-September 
1927 as regards age and growth, concludecl that these herrings represent 
the oceanic inter~nediate stage in the life history of the Norn.egian 
springherring with an admixture of young coastal herrings arlcl a small 
number of individuals which accorcliilg to the ))scale typeci was considerecl 
as ))extraneouscc. The rnain part of the herring woulcl t l ~ u s  appear as 
recruit spawners a t  the Norwegian west coast in the following year 
according to LEA. The mean number of vertebrae of the ))cxtraneousct 
herring was 56.6 and that of the renlailling herring 57.1. 
I have in the same lllailner as LEA tried to classify 1195 individuals 
of the herring appearing at  the south west coast in the sulnnier accor- 
cling to the ))scale typeci ancl fouild that 94'7 individuals belonging to 
Table 18. Veut. S. of ivzmataue and matz~ring herring, 
Bergens Skjergird. 
the )~Noi-wegiaa~ type(( with a meall number of 57.082 & 0.023 apparently 
represent spring spawners, while 148 ,exti-aneouscc herriilgs wit11 a ineall 
value of 56.493 uepresei~t pure autumn spawners. However the low 
value for the spriizg spawlers does not indicate ally relation to the 
spring herring, spawning at  the south west coast of Norway, but is 
inore in accordailce with that of the herring spaw~li~lg  on the Viking 
Bank. 
P . ~  
Maturity stages 
Year I Month - - - -- - - I -  1-11 I 111-IV 
I 
56.887 + 0.067 56.488 & 0.111 
56.784 1 0.064 56.776 00.16 
56.928 1 0.035 I 56.577 -J= 0.120 
57.117 & 0.025 56.619 1 0.054 
1928 
1931 
1928 
1927 
June 
June 
July 
Xug.-Sept. 
THE RECRUITRiENT OF THE NORWEGIAN SPAWNING 
STOCK FROM THE YOUNG HERRING STOCIC. 
As I have sl~own in a previous paper (1936) the Norwegian spawning 
stock is composecl of indivicluals with different life- and growth history. 
The young herring fry in the first summer of life is clistributecl along 
the whole coast from the south west coast to the remotest parts of 
northern Norway. The you~lg herring is however already in an early 
stage of life split up in groups, some remaining in the coastal region 
ancl some emigrating to the open sea. This phenomello~l is apparently 
related to the growth. as Lea (1929) has stated, ancl the fast growing 
individuals emigrate earlier from the coastal region thart. the slow 
growing ones, and therefore the young herring from the more southerll 
parts of the coast disappear earlier than the herring froni the more 
northern parts. The youlig herrings thus grow up under different 
conditions, and this is not only marked on the growth, but also on the 
appearence of the winter rings. The winter rings of the young herring 
living in the coastal waters of ~lorthern Norway are commonly morc 
sharp than those of the herring living in more south err^ parts, and 
one can therefore clistinguish between ))northenltc ancl ))southerncc types 
accordillg to  the appearence of the winter rings. 
On the bases of the ring types and the growth I have in the pre- 
vious mentionecl paper given an analysis of the composition and re- 
c,ruitment of the spawning shoals. When the herrings begin to  mature 
they form shoals in the open sea, which are composecl of i~ldividuals 
which differ in age but do not vary greatly in length or stage of maturity. 
The younger age groups represent fast growing indivicluals mainly of 
the ))southern(( scale type a i d  the older age groups more slow growing 
i~ldividuals mainly of the ))llortllerncc type. Tnillen these shoals are ready 
to spawn they appear on the spawning grouncls as recruit spawners. 
Thus the spawning shoals are composecl of individuals, which have 
grown up under very different conditions ancl representing different 
growth types. Illclivicluals of one and the same year broocl do not reach 
maturity at  the same age but is split up in groups spawni~lg for the 
first time at  an age varying from 3 to 8 years accorcling to the external 
Table 19. Co.mpositlon as regards ))soutlbzme ( S )  and 
?)fzovtherncc ( N )  scale type. 
coilclitions cluring thc earlier years of life, the fast growing individuals 
reaching maturity earlier than the slow growing ones. 
In table 19 I have given tile cornpositiol-1 of the young herring and 
the spawning spring herring from the coastal districts I-IV as regards 
?)soutIlern<( S) aslcl ))northern(( (N) scale types. One finds that the young 
llerring in ~lorthern Norway mainly include ))northernct types ancl that 
the percentual values for the ))soutIierncc type increases southwards 
a1-1~1 is very predo~ninant in the southern districts. As regards the spring 
herring one finds also here a gradation along the coast in the manner 
that the ))northern(( type is predominant in the more northern districts 
while the both types are more equally represented in the southern 
clistricts. 
By comparing the conlposition of the spring herring with that of 
the young herring one finds that in northern Norway both groups 
have about the same composition, but in the more southern districts 
the ))northern(( component of the spring herring has increased comparecl 
with the young herring in the corresponding area, which means that 
an ilnn~igration of herrings grown up in more northern parts of the 
coast has taken place. 
A spawning group is thus composed of individuals which accorcling 
to the clifferent scale types have grown up i11 different areas. However 
we clo not know anything about the origin of the herring with different 
scale types as regards the spawning grounds. The sctlle type can be 
recognized first after the formation of the first winter ring ancl in the 
previous time the fry can have clrifted away from the spawgrouncls. 
In order to get soine information abo~lt the inigration of the young 
herring ancl the origin of the herrings wit11 clifferent scale types it is 
necessary to analyse the vertebral number. 
In table 20 I have given the mean number of vertebrae of young 
herring in the first to fifth summer of life from the different coastal 
districts. The herrings in the first sulnsiier of life show a gradation of 
- - -- - - - -- - - -- 
Distict IV District 111 District I 
-- 
h- I S N N N 
78 % 22 % 
4 0 %  6 0 %  
58 ./, 42 % 
3 4 %  G G 0 / 6  
Young 
herring 
Spring 
herring 
99 % 1 O k  
4 2 %  5 8 %  
11 % 89 % 
1 5 %  8 5 %  
Table 20. Verts. S. Sllzall- and Fnt Herring. 
- - - -- - 
Northern illgre-Tramde- Sogn & Fjordane-1 S.:Hordland- 
(Summe lag 111 I N. Hordiand I1 Rogaland I 
- 
zones) I--*. M n. AX 1-n. M 1 - n .  IVI 
Total 112 925 57.173 4 405 57.168 I 3 874 57.226 1 583 57.433 
1 * 0.005 1 A 0.010 ' & 0.011 I & 0.019 
the vertebral number from south to north in the same manner as the 
spring herring, spawning along the coast. The herring fry fronl district 
I at  the south west coast has a high mean vertebral number and the 
values then decrease from south to north. One must suppose that 
the herring fry in the different districts represent the off spring of the 
herring spawning in the corresponding districts and that no inlportant 
displacement of the fry has taken place in relation to the spawning 
grounds where they are hatched. 
In the second year of life one finds that the herrings originally 
present in the southernmost area have disappeared and are replaced 
by herrings with a very low nunlber of vertebrae. Also in the district 
I1 one finds a decrease of the mean value in the second year of life 
and this phenomenon is still more pronounced in the third to fifth 
year of life. The decreasing values in the southern districts is due to 
the disappearing of the spring herring off spring ancl the irnmigratioiz 
of herring of the same composition as those found on the T'iking Bank 
in the sumnzer as discnssecl in the previous chapter. 
In  the more northern districts, especially in northern Norway, one 
finds in contrary an increase of the values, which probably means that 
a certain immigration of herrings hatched on nlore southern spawning 
grounds has taken place. 
The distribution of the mean values thus seems to indicate that 
the young herring disappear at  an early age from the more southerlz 
parts of the coast and are replaced by young herring originating from 
the North Sea which occasionally may visit the west coast. A certain 
part of the young herring from the southern parts of the coast appare~ltly 
migrate northwards along the coast but probably a great deal of the 
herrings migrate into the open sea. 
As regards the herring with ))southern(( and ))northern(( types of 
winter rings it is the question if the ))southern(( types have their origin 
from southern spawning places while the herrings of ))northern(( type 
have been hatched on more northern spawni~g places. In this case 
it must exist a rather considerable difference in the vertebral number 
of the two groups. 
I n  table 21 I have given the mean values of the number of vertebrae 
of the two types represented by herring in the seconcl year of life froill 
the different coastal clistricts. One fincls that no significant difference 
exists between the two types within one and the same area even if 
the ))northern(( types tend to have somewhat higher means than the 
))southern(( types. However, within one and the same type one finds 
a marked gradation of the vertebral number along the coast as previously 
found for the whole material. I t  thus seems as if the two types present 
in one and the same area mainly origin froin the same spawning clistricts. 
I t  is reasonable to suppose that herrings with ))southern(( scale type 
origin not only from southern spawning places, but also from more 
northern ones. This type is probably representecl by individuals which 
as fry have emigrated from the different parts of the coast into the 
open sea and there have grown up under more oceanic conditions and 
which occasionally visit the coastal regions. The ))northern(( type is 
Table 21. Vert .  S of yoz~ng hewing (Bladsil l)  wifh diflerent 
Scale types. 
Districts 
Scale types 
S (southern) 1 N (northern) 
-- .- -- --
I11 Xgre- 
Tr~ndelag 
I 1  Sogn 6: Fj. 
S. Hordl. 
- 
n. 31 1 n. N 
I I 
482 57.055 / 352 57.142 
57.8 % & 0.031 1 42.2 7; & 0.036 
627 57.211 I 32 57.344 
95.1 ";o & 0.028 1.9  o/, Ij7 0.105 
represented by herrings, which as fry remained in the skerries and 
fjords, and which have grown up in coastal waters. 
As demonstrated in table 19 the mature herrings of the two types 
join the spawning shoals in different proportions in the different spaw- 
ning areas with increasing number of ))northerncc types from south to 
north. In  table 22 is given the mean vertebral number of the herring 
with ))southern(( and ))northerncc scale types present in the different 
spawning districts. One finds also here a gradation of the vertebral 
number within each of the two types with decreasing mean values 
from south to north in the same manner as found for the immature 
herrings in the second year of life. 
While the two components in the southernmost spawning district 
(I) have a rather similar vertebral nu~nber, however, the differences 
between the means of the two components in the more northern spaw- 
ning clistricts is more pronounced than those found in the second year 
of life. The herrings with wnortherncc scale type have a higher vertebral 
number than the herrings with the other scale type and at  least i11 
the district I11 the difference between the means is significant from 
a statistical point of view. The differences between the means of the 
different spawning groups from south to north along the coast is thus 
less pronounced in the ))northern(( component than in the ))southerncc one. 
As the herrings of the ))northerncc type is supposecl to grow up in 
coastal waters it is probably that these herrings with increasing age 
have a greater chance to intermingle through the influe~lce of the north 
going coastal current than the herring of the other type growing up 
Table 22. Vert .  S. of Large herring and s$ring herring with 
different scale zypes ( S  and N ) .  
-- - -- - . -. .- 
Districts 
I \ T  Sorther11 
s o r w a r  
111. >lore- 
Tronclelag 
ST. Sogn &Fj. 
S. Hard1 
I S.Hord1.- 
Rogalancl 
-- 
Spring herring 
S (southern) N (northern) 
n. ~VI I n. 
I 183 57.191 1 0 0 0  57.201 
15% i 0 . 0 5 2  
1 387 57.213 
. . 
-- 
Large herring 
S (southern) I PI' (northern) 
n. M 1 n. M 
66 57.061 401 57.189 
85% A0.021  
2 G55 57.298 
14% &0.0SO 
1 4 5 2  57.146 
31% &0.018 34% &0.019 , 66% k 0 . 0 1 3  
I 
- I - 
I 
! 
I 
3 257 57.365 : 4 558 57.347 
i 42% h 0 . 0 1 2  / 58% i 0 . 0 1 0  
86% k 0 . 0 3 3  
3 206 57.201 
69% &0.011 
2 951 57.095 3 324 57.203 
47% 1 0 . 0 1 2  53% j O . 0 1 1  
367 57.281 456 57.290 
43% 1 0 . 0 3 5  57% k 0 . 0 3 0  
Fig. 17.  Schematical illustration of the supposed migration of the 
herring larvae (a) and the fornlation of the spawning shoals from 
elements of different origin (onorthernct (K) and ))southernr (S) types). 
in the ocean. The later ones are also inore fast growing and join the 
spawning shoals at  an earlier age. 
In order to give a clearer illustratioll of what happeils in the first 
years of life of the Norwegian spring herring I have in fig 17 scetcl-ted 
the supposed rnovelnents of the immature young herring. 
The fig. 17 a illustrates the n~oveinellt of the herrings in the first 
year of life. Froin the three main coastal spawning districts I, I11 
and I T T  a part of the fry emigrate into the open sea ancl grow up under 
oceanic conclitions and the winter rings will get the appearence of the 
woutherncc type, which better ]nay be called the ))oceanic(( type. The 
fry remaining in the coastal region drift nortl-iwards with the coastal 
current arid grow up in the fjorcls ancl skerries in the northern part 
of Norway ancl get ))northern(( winter rings, which better inay be termed 
))coastal(( rings. As seen in fig. 7 herring fry is found already in July 
in the eastern Finnillark and according to Averinzew (1935) the young 
herriilg met with at  the Murlna~l coast also n~us t  be regarded as off 
spring of the Norwegiail spring herring. 
Undoubtly a certain mixture of the fry from the different spawning 
places takes place in the coastal water mihicll tends to elilni~late the 
differences in the vertebral number but probably the fry from the 
northern spawlli~lg places drift farther to the ~ior th  allel east than the 
fry from the souther11 ones anel therefor a certain gradation of the 
vertebral number may remain. The different groups of young herring 
growing up in the open ocean will probably remain more isolatecl, which 
is favoured by the cyclonic movemellts of the Atlantic current, ancl 
the gradation of the vertebral number will be more pronou~lced. They 
also join the spawning shoals at  an earlier age than the herring growing 
up in the coastal waters. 
\Vh.en the gonacls begin to clevelop tlle young herriilg emigrate from 
the coastal region into the open sea. In  the ocean the older herrings 
fro111 the coastal region with ))northern(( winter rings join a group of 
younger oceanic herring with ))southern(( winter 1-ings in the Inallller 
illustratecl iiz fig. 17 h.  The llerriilgs from the more southern parts 
of the coast will join the oceanic off spring fro111 the southerll spawning 
groullds ancl the herring grown up in more northern coastal regions 
join oceanic herrings originati~lg from nortl-iern spawning places. After 
rcachillg maturity the different herring groups immigrate to the next 
spawning gro~ulds at  the coast as recruit spawners as iilclicatecl by 
the arrows. 
In the way sketched in fig. 17 you~lg herring grown up in very 
different areas but mainly originating from the same spawning area 
will join to form a spawlliilg shoal which as recruit spawners return to 
the spawni~lg area where they was born. In this manner the gradation 
in the vertebral number of the spawning groups will remain. 
However certaiil divergences from this scheme  night OCCLI~.  For 
instance the rich year class 1930 consisted almost elltirely of ))llorthernci 
types also on the southern spawning grounds. I t  is not reasonable to 
suppose that the moutherncc component has migrated to other spawning 
places ancl one must assume that the niain part of the young herring 
have grown up in northern coastal waters. This may be due to a streng- 
then coastal current in 1930 which has displacecl the inair1 part of the 
fry i~orthwarcls. I t  is then to expect that the gradation irz the vertebral 
number of this year class owing to a stronger intermingling of the brood 
is Inore eliminated and this is also the case as clen~onstratecl in fig. 14. 
THE HERRING AT THE KORIVEGIAN SICACERAIC COAST. 
_A spring herri~lg fishery of the same importance as that at  the 
west coast of Xorway cloes not occur at  the Norwegian south coast 
betxveen Cape Lindesnes and the Oslo Fjord in present time. In  certain 
years the spring herring may pass Liilclesnes ancl a spring herring 
fi~hery take place off ICristiansancl. Further east a slllall herring fishery 
of Inore local character may take place. In  the summer and autumn 
ilnnlature ancl maturing herring are met with. The vertebral number 
of the clifferent maturity groups throughout the summer and autumn 
ancl of thc nlature herring in the spring is given in table 23. 
The vertebral number of the immature herrings (stages I ancl 11) 
arnges fro111 56.496 to 57.079. Some of the samples probably represent 
ratlrer pure off spring of autumn spawners from the North Sea, while 
other ones probably represent lnixtures of autumn- and spring spawners 
in different proportions. The same is the case wit11 the maturing herrings 
with a vertebral nurnber ranging from 56.559 to 57.145. The mature 
herrings from Arendal taken in lClIarc11 ancl April have a vertebral number 
of 57.114 and 57.203. The age compositiol~ of these samples differ 
Table 23. Vert. S. of herring from the n'orwegian Skagevak coast 
Locality Year 
Tonsberg . . . . 
Parsund . . . . . . 
Sm~lsk i l e~~  ~ . . 
Xrendal . . . . . . 
Grimstad . . . . 
FIode~iken . . 
-1rendal . . . . . . 
-%rendal . . . . . . 
Xrendal . . . . . . 
Maturity stages I- - - Moll th  1-11 1 111-IV ' V-VII 
!rn. - M 1 n. M IT--: 
I 
August 357 56.496 i - 1 - I Septemb 62 56.629 1 34 .i6.5.59 1 - 
Olrtober 165 57.079 j 83 56.711 - 
Sovernb 59 56.831 / 85 57.059 - 
Deserub. 80 56.863 1 - - 
Decemb. 87 56.758 
&larch 21  57.000 79 57.114 
April 143 57.203 
- 
-- 72 - 
Table 24. SFring spawning hewing from Oslo Fjord. 
I &Xaturity stages Locality -- - 1  Age OI, -- - I I / T I Z / I V j V 1 V I j V I I  3 1 4 1  5 / 6 1  7 / S 3 
131-aler . . . . 
Horten . . 
Staver11 . . 
froin that of the spring herring spawning a t  the Norwegiail west coast 
and probably we have to do with a small local herring stock. 
In  the spring 1935 an unusual rich herring fishery took place in 
the outer part of the Oslo Fjord. The fishernlen meant that this fishery 
was the introduction to a new rich herring period of the same kincl as 
that, which occurred at  the Skagerak coast at  the same time as the 
last rich herring period at  the Bohuslan coast. 
Four samples taken in March showect that  the herring allnost 
exclusively included spawning herrings with a sinall admixture of spents, 
as clenzonstratecl in table 24. In the saine table one finds that the age 
colnposition is not uniform in all samples. In  the sample froin Stavern 
the 5 years old herrings representing the year class 1930 are preclo- 
minatiilg in the same manner as in the Norwegian spring herring froin 
the west coast. In  the samples froin Hvaler and Laiigesuncl however 
the 4 years old heri-iilgs representing the year class 1931 are precloininant. 
In the sample fro111 Horten the year classes 1930 and 1931 are equally 
represented. 
As seen from the table 25 the herrings from Hvaler and Langesuncl 
are smaller than those from Stavern. This is not oilly due to the different 
age composition, but the difference in size is also present within one 
and the same year class as demonstrated in the table. As regards the 
sample from Horten the herrings of the year class 1931 have about 
the same size as the herrings of the correspoildiilg year class from 
Langesund, while the individuals of the year class 1930 are larger than 
"tl-~ose froin Langesund and of about the same size as the corresponcling 
year class froin Stavern. 
I t  seems thus to  be two different herring groups present. One 
includiiig smaller herrings with the year class 1931 precloininant repre- 
Table 25. Spring spaw?zing h e r ~ i n g  from Oslo Fjord. 
sentecl by the samples froin Ilvaler and Lailgesund and another including 
larger individuals with the year class 1930 predolllillallt represented 
by the sample from Stavern. The herrings from Horten seem to represent 
a mixture of these two groups with the slow growing herrings of the 
year class 1931 and the more fast growing lrerrillgs of the year class 
1930 equally represented. 
As regards the vertebral number (table 25) the herrings fro111 Hvaler 
aild Langesund have a rather low nunlber of vertebrae (56.990 and 
56.913) which seldom are met with within the Norwegiall spring herring, 
while the herrirlgs from Staverll have a higher vertebral ilumber (57.165). 
The vertebral number of the herrings from Horten (57.072) has an 
intermediate position between the values of the two other groups. When 
one consiclers the different age groups, the year class 1930 from Horten 
has a vertebral number, ssrllich is rather similar to that of the same 
gear class from Stavern, while tlre year class 3931 is more in accordance 
-with that of tlre same year class from Langesund. 
I t  is apparent that sve have to do with two spawiling groups of 
differeilt origin which have immigrated to the Oslo Fjord and whiclr 
have joinecl on the same spawning place at Horten. The spawning 
group observed at Staverir corresponds to the Norwegian sprillg herring 
as regards age, size ancl vertebral number, while the spawning group 
from Hvaler ancl Langesund are not identical with the Norwegian 
spring I-rerring as regards these characters. 
I t  is probably that tlre later group is identical suit11 the herring 
which JOHANSEK (1923) calls the owinter spanling herring of the Katte- 
gatcc. The vertebral number of this herring ranges from 56.75 to 56.90 
accordiilg to JOHANSEN and they have a slnaller size than the Norwe- 
Locality 
-- -- 
Vert.  S. 
-- 
I Year / 'TTear 
class  lo31class 1930 I 
Mean Length (cm) 
Year 1 Year Total  lclass 1931~11~s 1930 
I 
No. of 
~ ; i ~ h  
259 
129 
9 7 
9 9 
- 
Hvaler . . . . 
17. 3.  35 
Langerund 
S. 3.  35 
Horteil . . . . 
22. 3. 35 
S t a v e i ~  . . 
19. 3. 35. 
I I 56.990 - 1 - 
I 
26.1 25.8 
1 
i 26.6 1 24.9 29.1 
29.6 28.8 29.5 
17.072 1 57.000 17.231 
5 0 . 1 0 6  
57.220 
5 0 . 0 6 8  
57,165 
1 0 . 0 6 9  1 / k 0 . 0 7 3  
&0.100 
giail spring herring. The winter herring of Ibttegat  spawiis in January 
-8Iarch and the nlain spawning places seem to be in the eastern Ihttegat .  
During the winter they may be present in great quantities in the south. 
eastern Skagerak and in poor herring periods they may be cioininating 
in the catches in the boullclary area between the Icattegat ancl Skagerak 
according to JOKAY. , SEN. 
In the year 1935 spawiliilg shoals of the winter spawlling herring 
apparently have taken a more westerly direction and iinmigrated .to 
.the outer part of the Oslo Fjord, where they llavc nlet Norwegian spring 
herring. Spring herrings were iloticecl a t  Lindesnes in the beginning 
of Marc11 ancl this herring must have ~nigratecl further cast than usual. 
If the interpretation of the data is correct, we have here the curious 
phenomenon, that mature illclividuals of two clifferent ))races(( occur 
in one ancl the same spawning shoal a i d  havc spaxvnecl siinultaileously 
on the same spawiling place at  Horten. 
THE VERTEBRAL NUMBER OF SO3IE LOCAL FJORD FORMS. 
HJ. BROCH (1908) has statecl the occurrence of a local herring form 
in the Beistacl Fjorcl situatecl in tke illller part of the Tro~rclhei~ns Fjord. 
This herring for111 spawns in the Beistacl Fjord in the season March- 
34a!;. Tlre herring is very slow growing ailcl spawning individuals of 
a length less than 120 mnr have beell observed. BROCH has coui~tecl 
thc vertebrae of 100 mature indivicluals taken in the Beistacl Fjorcl 
in April 1905. The average length was 221 mm ancl the mean vertebral 
number 56.55 & 0.078 which value is collsiclerable lower than that of the 
Sor\\;egiai~ spring herring. In August 1905 59 immat~zre and maturing 
spi.cimens from the outer part of the Trondlleims Fjord were inves- 
tigated. The vertebral number of these herrings was 56.97 + 0.126 
anil BROCI-I collcludes that they also belong to the Beistad Fjord herring, 
.tr.hich forms a for the Trondheiills Fjorcl characteristic local herring stock. 
JOHAXSES (1~919) lneans however that the herrings from the outer 
part of the Trollclheims Fjorcl is a mixture of two local forms or of a 
local form ancl young herring of the Norwegian spring herring stock. 
A s ~ t b  classification accoi-cling to the maturity stages seems to prove 
that the later suppositioll is the right one. 23 specimens in the stage 
I have a vertebral nunlber of 57.57 and 36 speci~nens in the stages I1 
and TI1 have a illean value of 56.581, which later mean is in accordance 
to that of the herring spawning in the Beistad Fjord. 
The Beistacl Fjorcl herring has been a subject for a very fluctuating 
fishery with years of rich fishery ancl years when there was only traces 
of herring. BJERI~AN (1.929) means that these fluctuations are clue to 
thc circumstance that the Beistad Fjord herring is a Norwegian sea 
lrerring which immigrates to the fjord ancl there may be wlancllockecl(c 
for some years ancl then migrates out of the fjorcl again. The herring 
propagates in the fjord under extreme conditions and tbereby changes 
cci-tail1 of its ))race characters((. 
When I visited the Beistact Fjord in August 1932 a rather rich 
fishery hacl startecl in the fjorcl and I secured a sainple in order to see 
if the lrerri~lg was iclentical with the form investigatecl by BROCH in 
Table 26. Beistad Fjord Hewing. 
Year 
Year 
-- 
Month 
August . . . . . .  
. . . .  Olitober 
Xove~nber . . 
April . . . . . . . .  
November . . 
November . . 
. . . . . . . .  April 
Xovember . . 
1\Tovember . . 
(Trondh.Fjord1 
April . . . . . . . .  
- 
No. 
- 
163 
41 0 
196 
200 
44 
160 
200 
200 
200 
200 
-
iltaturity stages O/, 
I / I1 j I11 IV I V / VI V I I  
1 
Age (summer zones) 
3 1 4 1 5  
August . . . . . . . .  363 
Oktober . . . . . . . .  410 
November . . . . . .  196 
April . . . . . . . . . .  200 
liovembcr . . . . . .  44 
Sovembcr . . . .  I60 
April . . . . . . . . . .  200 
Kovember . . . . . .  200 
Xovember . . . . . .  200 
(Trondh. Fjorcl.) 
Apr~ l  . . . . . . . . . .  200 
1905. The material was completed by sa~nples fro111 the autul~lll 1932, 
1933 and 1934 and from April 1933, 1934 ancl 1935. 
I11 table 26 the age colnpositioll and the vertebral ilumber of the 
different maturity groups is den~onstrated. All the samples are taken 
in the Beistad Fjord with exceptioil of the last one from 1934 which 
comes from Hummelvik in the 'l'ronclheims Fjorcl. The samples from 
the autumn included immature (stages I ancl 11) and maturing (stages 
I11 and IV) herrings, while the samples from April represented almost 
pme shoals of spawning herring (stage VI) with a slnall admixture 
of spent lrerrings (stage VII). 
As regards the age compositioll the lnaill part of the herring in 
the autun~ll  1932 was 3 summers old representing the year class 1930. 
The spawning herring in April 1933 was cxclusively represented by 
this year class ailel the same was found in the autumn 1933 and the 
spring 1934. 111 the autuinn 1934 the year class 1.930 is still predoiniilaat 
in the Beistacl Fjorcl, but in the sample from the outer Tronclheims- 
. -. k jord one fincls a new year class 1932 predomillating with an admixture 
of the year class 1933. The year class 1932 consistecl of maturing herrillg 
ancl the year class 1933 of immature ones. In the following spring, 
April 1935, one fincls that the year class 1932 has joined the spawning 
slloals in the Beistacl Fjold ailcl forms here 34 % of the stock while 
the year class 1930 is still predominant with 66 %. I t  is very probably 
that the llerrings of the year class 1932 have immigrated to the Reistad 
Fjorcl from the Tronclheirn Fjord. As  regards the vertebral nuinber 
one finds in table 27 that the spawning herring from April has a vertebral 
number rangirlg fro111 56.190 to 36.292 with an average value of 56.255. 
The vertebral ilurnber is somewhat lower than that found by BROCH, 
but. apparently we have to clo with genuine Beistacl Fjord herring. 
The maturing herrings found ill the Beistacl Fjorcl in the autumn with 
mean values ranging froin 56.195 to 56.354 (average value 56.329) 
also represent rather pure shoals of Beistad Fjord herring. The immature 
herriilgs with ineail values ranging from 56.814 to 57.217 must represent 
a nlisture of off spring of the great Norwegian spring herring stock 
and of the Beistacl Fjorcl herring. 
The nlaturiilg herrings of the year class 1932 foullcl in the Troacl- 
heiins Fjorcl ill Wovenlber 1934 have a vertebral number of 56.431 ancl 
nlust therefore illainly represexit Reistacl Fjord herring, while the im- 
inature herrings of the year class 1933 with a mean value of 56.774 
Table 27. Beistnd Fjord Herring. Vert S.  
- 
I Rtaturity stages Year ~ o n t h  I NO. 1- -  1-11 1 ITI-V 1 VI-VII 
1932 
- 
- 
I933 
- 
1034 
- 
- 
i93.5 
-- 
. . . . . . . .  August 163 56,814 
I 
56.295 1 - 
Oktoher . . . . . . . .  410 57.217 
November . . . . . .  196 .57.158 36.338 
April . . . . . . . . . .  200 - 56.292 
Xovemher . . . . . .  44 - 56.195 
Ko\7ernher . . . . . .  160 - 
. . . . . . . .  April 200 
Sovember . . . . . .  200 
Xovember . . . . . .  200 
(Tronrlh. Fjorcl) 
April . . . . . . . . . .  200 
~ p~ 
Total:  
0.028 0.031 
probably have a greater adi~~ixtui-e of young iilclividuals of the Norwegian 
sea herring. In the spring 1.935 the year class 1932 ainong the spawning 
herring in Beistad Fjord had a vertebral nuillber of 56.281 and the 
year class 1930 56.292. 
The herrings immigratiilg froin the Tronclhei~~~s Fjorcl to the Beistacl 
Fjord apparently do not represent sea herrings on their way from the 
sea to the fjord, but these herrings must be hatched 011 the spawning 
places in the Beistatl Fjorcl, to which places they returil by reaclling 
maturity. The Beistacl Fjorcl herring is surely a self containecl local. 
fjord form characterized by a sinall size and a low ilu~llber of vertebrae 
a11d which apparently has occurrecl in the fjord for years. The herring 
spawns in the iniler part of the fjorcl in the late spring in brackish water 
probably of a rather high teillperature ailel the distribution of the young 
herring is restricted to the 'Trondlreims Fjorcl where they lnzy inter- 
mingle with the off spring of the sea herri~lg. As we have seen the 
spawning stock is composecl only of o11c or a few year classes ancl i t  
must therefore be supposed to exist great fluctuations in the stock 
according to the occurrellce of rich ailcl poor year broocls. There is 
no proof for the supposition that .these fluctuations are clue to an immi- 
gration and emigration of sea herrings. 
Certainly also other local herring forins occur in the fjords and 
large saltwater ponds along the Norwegian coast. HJORT (1914) i~lentions 
a local herring forin from the Lyse Fjord south of Bergen. 
Another local form is known froin the Borg Fjord situatecl at  tire 
west coast of the Lofoten island Vest V2g~y .  A small fishery on this 
herring takes place in the summer and the herring is ltilown to be very 
large in contrary to the Beistacl Fjorcl herring. 
The Eorg Fjorcl is a large and deep salt~vatei- bassin with a very 
narrow and shallow inlet fro111 the open sea. The fishermen are of the 
opinioll that the herrings spalvn and live their whole life in the fjord. 
The fishery call be traced back to the last part of the last century. 
The fishermen nlean that large herring shoals visiting the place cluriilg 
the great large herring fishery in the seventies, il~~nligrated into the 
fjord ancl reillailled there after the large herring hacl disappeared from 
the coastal waters. 
In August 1933 a sample was sent to rile froill Borg Fjorcl inclucli~lg 
190 herrings and in table 28 the conlposition as regards matmity, age 
ancl vertebral number is clemonstrated. 
The herriilgs are supposecl to spawn in the late spring or early 
summer. The main part of the herrings in the sample, however, iilcluded 
immature iildividuals but one finds some maturing herrings and a few 
ones in the maturity stages T i  and T7-VI. The occurrence of some 
herrings sooii ready to spawn in August indicates, that spa-w~~i~lg  also
may take place rather late in tile summer. The rnaili part of the herrillgs 
had four summer- zones oil the scale representilig the year class 1930. 
The mean vertebral n~unber of 187 herrings was 55.845 which is an 
extremely low val~le in Norwegian waters. 
Table 28. Hewing from Bovg Fjord, Az~gztst 1933. 
-- 
Maturity stages I No. 
I i 11 I 111 IV I v I vl 
- 
Age (sumrnerzones) 
-- I No. 3 4 1 5 1 6  
-- 
Vert, S 
.- - .- I h.I 
53 1 54 / 55 ' 56 / 57 
Autumn spa~vlliiig herring has also beell observecl in i~ortller-11 
Sorway, which is coilfirl~led by the investigation of a sample froin GO 
Fjord taken in Novelnber 1915. This fjorcl is situated in the inner 
part of the Ancl Fjord north of Vester5leli and the illner fjord is in ope11 
collllectioll with the outer one. As seen in table 29 the inain part of 
there herrings were mature or spawlliilg (maturity stages V and VI). 
The length of the herrings ranged from 25 to 31 cm. The vertebral 
llulnber of 53 ilidividuals was 56.472 and this mean value is in accor- 
dance to that of the autunlil spawners in the North Sea. However 
one can hardly suppose that North Sea herriilgs have migrated so far  
to the north and probably we have to do with a local fjord forlli. 
In  the willtei- immediately before the large herring season the fisher- 
11le11 inay caught a sort of herrilig svhich they call blood herring. This 
is espccially the case in Nord Mare. 'The fishel-men regard the appea- 
rellce of these herri~igs as a sign, that the large herring illasses so011 
will arrive to the coastal waters. The blood herri~lgs are appareiitly 
spent herrings which are recoveritlg and which probably have spawilecl 
in the late autumn. I have not succeded in getting a pure sample of 
these blood herrings, but often the large herring samples from the 
early part of the season include some few recovering spents. However, 
the vertebral number of these recovering spents clo not cliffcr signifi- 
cantly frcm that of the genuine large herrings. 
In July 1939, however, TI-I. RA~MUSSEX (1940) examined two 
herring samples taken at Kal Fjord (Troms) and Batalclen (north of 
Bergen) including individuals ready to spawn in July-August. Some 
of the herring from Batalden with a meall vertebral number of 56.44 
apparently represented North Sea herrings, but another more fast 
growing type had a mean of 56.93 vertebrae and this later type was 
identical with the Kal Fjord herring. R ~ s a r u s s ~ ~  coilsiders this summer 
spawning herringtype, which he regards to be in good accordance with 
the recovering spents often found intermixed with the Norwcgiail 
large herring early in the season, to be Icelandic herring which on their 
migrations have come near to the Norwegian coast. 
Table 29. Herring from Go Fjord, October 7915 
- - 
- - 
Maturity stages 
- I No. 
11 1 111 1 IV [ v j VI 1 VII 
i 2 1 4  / 2 8 1 4 4 1 1 6 ,  5 1 99 
- - - ---- 
Vert. S, I No. I M 5 5  / 56 / 57 / 58 
4 1 22 1 25 2 1 53 1 56.412 -1 0.095 
I i 
- 
T H E  VARIATION OF T H E  VERTEBRAL NUMBER 
13 RELATION TO T H E  H'T7DROGRAPHICAL CONDITIONS. 
In  a previous chapter we have seen that  the spring herring spa-vv- 
ning along the Norwegian coast show a gradation of the vertebral 
llurnber with clecreasing mean values from south to north. \We have 
also founcl variation in the number of vertebrae from year to year, 
This variatio~l has bccn supposed to be relatecl to variations in the 
ellvironrne~ltal conclitio~ls~ ancl i t  will in the follo~ving be testecl if the 
envirollmeiltal factors show a geographical gradation corresponding to 
that of the vertebral number. 
-4s rcgarcls the hyclrographical collclitions along the Norwegian 
coast one finds according t o  HELLASD-HASSEX and NAXSEN (1909) 
two  laterma masses of different origin namely Atlantic water with sali- 
nities above 35.0 0/,, ancl coastal water with salinities below 35.0 O/, 
whicll later is formed by mixturc of Atlantic water with effluvies from 
coiltiile~ltal rivers and fjords. The Atlantic water, passing through the 
Faroe-Shetlancl Channel, advances through the eastern part of the 
;I\'orv,-cgian Sea as the Eoi-wegian Atlantic Current while the coastal 
water is moving along the coast of Norway as a continuatio~l of the 
Baltic Current. The salinity of the coastal water is on the whole in- 
creasi~lg along the route northwards owing to intermixing with Atlantic 
water. Of the same reason the coastal water has salinities which con- 
stailtly i~lcrcase from the shore seawards. The waters of the Baltic 
Current are cooled to  a low temperature in winter and the interrnecliate 
tenlperature found in Skagerak in the spring is lower than farther 
t o  the west ailcl north, where the cooling in winter is less, owing to  the 
effect of the Atlantic water in the Norwegian Sea. 
111 fig. 16 the arrows indicate schenlatically the main features of 
the surface current system of northern North Sea accorcling to  the 
drift bottle expel-ilnents carried out by  TAIT (1934). One finds that  
one brancll of the Atlantic Current, passing through the Faroe-Shetland 
Channel, moves northwards along tke Norwegian coast while another 
is moving southwards ancl enters the northern North Sea between 
Shetland ancl Norway. This southgoing current moves in the clirectioll 
of Viking Bank but turns lrere abruptly westwards against Slletlancl ancl 
forms then a great eddy in tlre central part of northern Nortlr Sea with 
a southgoing current in the western part and a northgoing one 111 tlre 
eastern part which lrere runs parallel1 to  the northgoing Norwegian 
coastal current. In the boundary between the two last nlentionecl 
current systenls smaller whirls are formed outside the Xorwegian south 
west coast. 
By studying the spawning i~nrnigration of the herring to the Kor- 
wegian coastal waters I was i~lterested in getting nzore detailed and 
regular observations on the hydrographical conditiolls in the northern 
North Sea and due to grants from the Illvestigation Fund of thc FisIrery 
Industries I was able to start cruises with the J1.s -4rnlauer Hansen 
in the spring 1935 which was repeated in the years 1936 and 1937. 
Tlle programme, which was prepared in collaboration with the lrydro- 
grapher of the Fishery Directorate Mr. J. EGGT~IS, inclucled four sections 
across the northern North Sea and two more northern sections as cle- 
mollstratecl in fig. 18. The hydrographical material has been treated 
by Mr. EGGTJIN who has published a preliminary report (1937) on 50111~ 
of the results, from which paper the figures 18 ancl 19 are reproclucecl. 
In fig. 18 the isohalines in the upper layer in the year 1936 are 
clemonstrated. One finds that the western part of the northern Sortlr 
Sea was covered by Atlantic water with salinities above 35 O/,, ~vhlle 
water of salinities below 35 O/,, was widely distributed in tlre central 
and eastern area causing an extensive formation of whirls. The ccntral 
area is mainly covered by North Sea xvatcr (34-35 O/,,) \v111le the 
area along the Norwegian coast is coverecl by coastal water with sali- 
nities below 34 O/,,. 
I n  the Norwegian coastal waters one finds a marltccl gradatioll of 
the salinity. I11 the spring herring district at  the south west coast one 
finds the lowest salinity, 31.5 O/,,, close to the coast between Jaeren 
and Stavangcr, while somewhat nzore southwarcls off Egersund the 
water has a somewhat higher salinity. From Stavanger the salinities 
increases gradually northwards and a t  thc level of Rergrn water of 
a salinity of 33.5 O/,,, is met with. In the large herring district between 
Bergen and Stat water of higher salinity is penetrating and off Feie 
North Sea water of 34 0/,, is recorded close to the coast. In the ipawning 
clistrict at  the R1~re coast north of Stat coastal water of salinitie\ of 
about 33.0-33.5 0/,, is rather evenly distributed. 
As regards the bottom temperature demoilstrated in fig. 19, one 
finds also a marked gradation along the Xorwegian west coast with 
5.7" off Egersund and then gradually increasing temperatures nor-tb- 
wards with 7.5" off Alesund at  the N0re coast. 
However great fluctuatioils in the hyclrographical coi~ditions at  
thc ilortherli North Sea takes place from yeai- to year clue to variations 
in the inflow of Atlantic water between Shetlancl ancl Norway. HELLAND- 
HANSEN (1934) found by hyclrographical observations in the sSogne- 
Fjorcl sectioncc in May 1939 that ))it might seem probable that compa- 
ratively ))strong(( Atlantic water flowed into the Norwegian Sea in thc 
summer of 1928 ancl contiiluecl to flow for many moizths or even years 
afterwards.(( Our observatioils in the spring of the year 1935 also show 
a sti-ong inflow of Atlantic water to the North Sea and as deinoilstrated 
in fig. 1 ill the paper by EGGVIN (1937) the Atlantic water covered a 
much greater area of the northern Nortl-r Sea thail in the follo~ving 
year 1936 and the North Sea water was of less importance. The bottom 
temperature in the year 1935 was also generally 0.5"-1.0" higher than 
in 1936 ancl this decline of temperature coiltii~uecl untiI April 1937. 
a 1011 In the Norwegian coastal waters however a correspollding grad t '  
was founcl in 1935 as in 1936. In the spring herring district at  the south 
west coast the lowest salinity, 30.5 O/,, was found at the same place 
off Jaeren, ailel tile salinity iilcreasecl graclually northwards to 33.5 O,',o. 
I11 the large herring district North Sea water of 34 O/,, was fouilcl close 
to the coast off Feie, and a t  the M ~ r e  coast a salinity of 33.5 O/,, was 
met with. The bottoin temperature increaseel froin 6.0 " in the sonth 
to 7.5" a t  the Mare coast. 
By comparing the hyclrographical coilclitiolls with the clistributioil 
of thc Norwegiai~ large- and spring herring fishery one call state that  
the spring herring immigration and the main spa\vning takes place in 
the areas a t  the south west coast ancl the hldrc coast which are covered 
with coastal Bank water, while the iinmigratioil of the bulk of large 
herring seems to be related to the inflow of North Sea water to the 
coast bctweeil Bergen and Stat. 
As regards the relation between the hydrographical coilditions and 
the gradation of the vertebral number of the spring herring spawning 
along the Norwegiali west coast one finds that the decreasing meail 
number of vertebrae from south to north is related to increasiilg sa- 
linities and temperatures in the coastal water. As has been clen1onstratccl 
the most proilou~lced gradation of the coastal water masses is found 
at  the south west coast between Lindesiles and Bergen where the lowest 
salinity and temperature is recorded off Jaereil while the values are 
increasing ilorthwarcls ancl to  a certain degree also south~vards. In goocl 
accordance with these conclitions we found that the greatest clifferences 
between the means of the vertebral ilumbei- existeel at  the south west 
coast (comp. table 3) and the highest mean value was 1-ecorcted a t  
Jaereil with decreasing meal1 values northwarcls and southwards. A t  
units of a numerical character are not, as a rule, established all at  once 
but appear succesively during development. This circumstance may 
explain why a short formative periocl is correlated with low values 
and a long formative period with high values of a character which, 
like the vertebrae, exhibits a variation in number((. 
He further calls attention to the circumstance that  we cannot 
take one factor a t  a time for comparising with our clata for the geogra- 
phical variation of vertebrae, postulating that all the other factors 
have a constant value within the area in question. We have to  consider 
the combined effect of the factors. A clear geographical representation 
of the variation in the number of vertebrae can only be given for species 
living in areas where the environment shows a geographical graclation 
of the total effect of the envirenmental factors. 
JOHNSEN concludes from some experiments by JOHS. SCHMIDT that  
the average number of vertebrae decreases with increasing density, 
i. e. with the decreasing volun~e of the egg. Also with regards to 
temperature high values are correlated with low values for the vertebral 
number. The general rule that within a species the average number 
of vertebrae increases from southern to northern localities is explained 
by the circumstance that in the waters of western and northern Europe 
the temperature generally decreases nortllwards to a remarkable degree, 
as do also the salinity and the density. 
As regards the Norwegian spring herring we founcl a clecreasing 
number of vertebrae from south to north which is apparently in cont- 
radiction to the general rule. However we have statecl that the salinity 
ancl temperature along the Norwegian coast increases northwards and 
thus the variation in the vertebral number is in goocl accordance with 
the presumed effect of these factors. In the same manner we founcl 
that the vertebral number of the spring spawning groups in northern 
North Sea increases from west to east with falling salinity and temperatur. 
SCHNAI<ENBECI< (1936) has made the interesting observation that 
the eggs of herrings from Norwegian waters are larger than those of 
the herrings from the North Sea. This phenomenon may be in accor- 
dance with the circumstance that a lower density increases the volume 
of the egg and the number of vertebrae. A more cletailecl study of this 
phenomenon would be of interest. 
We have seen that the bulk of large herring appearing in Norwegian 
coastal waters some time before the spawning season does not spawn 
on the coastal banks. The spawning of this herring group seems to 
take place on more off shore grouncls in water of higher salinity than 
the coastal water. The immigration to the Norwegian coast seems to 
be related to the inflow of North Sea water, and it is probable that 
the sporadic appearence of the large herring in Norwegian coastal 
waters is highly related to  fluctuations in the c~zrrent system. 
I t  is known that the circulation of the Norwegian Sea undergoes 
long enduring nlodifications due t o  pulsations in the strength on the 
part of the Atlantic current which probably influences the migrations 
of the herring. Thus OTTO PETTERSSON (1922) means that the secular 
periodicity of the Bohuslan herring fishery is caused by an alteration 
in the circulation of the northern Atlantic Ocean, the inflow of Atlantic 
water from Shetland into the Norwegian Channel and Skagerak being 
partly arrested and supplantecl by an inflow of Bank water from the 
coastal banks of Norway. In  such periods there will be a great transport 
of herrings into the Skagerak which will give a rich Bohuslan fishery, 
Even if we cannot accept the assumptioil of OTTO PETTERSSON that  
the Norwegian herring altered their racial characters ancl immigrated 
into the Skagerack, fluctuatiolls in the inflow of Atlantic water appa- 
rently may cause an alteration in the position of the spawning places 
of the Norwegian herring, which have had the effect that  the Norwegian 
spring herring fishery in certain periods almost ceased. 
The spawning of the Norwegian spring herring is mainly limited 
t o  the coastal Bank water (32-34 O / , , )  and the occurrence of the large 
l~errir~g is apparently related to the more saline North Sea water (34- 
35 O / , , ) .  By a decreasing inflow of Atlantic water the salinity will be 
lowered and the Bank water will be extended seawards over a greater area. 
The large herring will then first disappear from the coast and at  last also 
the spring herring will get more favorable spawning conditions on more off 
shore grounds. My investigations into the spawning at  the south west 
coast of Norway over a serie of years have shown that smaller displace- 
n~en t s  of the spawning places really take place from year to year which 
are ielated to alterations in the hydrographical conditions. By a lowering 
of the salinity and temperature in the coastal water the herring spawn 
in deeper water and farther away from the coast than under normal 
conditions. 
At the end of the last Norwegian herring period the spring herring 
fishery at  the soutl-r west coast decreasccl, but the herrings did not 
migrate soutl~warcls, by contrary the fishery was extended northwards 
ancl in northern Norway great masses of large herring appeared. This 
northern herring fishery \vas apparently related to a strong inflow of 
Atlantic water ~vhicll accorcling to IT'ERSEX (1923) was inclicatccl by 
the phenomenoll that great masses of cocl appeared in the fjorcls ancl 
souncls of Spitsberge~l which coast in that time was free from ice. In 
1874 the herring entirely clisappeared from Norwegian coastal waters 
and in 1876 a rich Bohuslai~ fishery started wl-rich accordiilg to 
PETTERSON was caused by a decreased inflow of Atlantic water. 111 
1896-97 when the Bohuslan fishery ceased the waters of the Atlailtic 
current flowed with unusual streilgtlr over the north part of the North 
Sea according to  PETTERSSON. Froill this year we call note an increase 
of the spring herring fishery in Norwegian coastal waters ailcl a t  the 
same time also the suddenly appearance of large herring a t  the More 
coast took place. I11 the winter 1928-29 a great chailge took place 
in the character of the herring fishery in the coastal area between Bcrgeir 
and Stat. In this area which for a long period had beell a spring herring 
district great nlasses'of large herring appeared and then the inail1 large 
herring fishery has taken place in this area. HELLAXD-HANSEN (1931) 
has stated that comparatively ))strong.(( Atlantic water flo~ved into the 
Norwegian Sea ill the summer of 1928 and coiitinued so to flow for 
many months or even years afterwards. Froin his Sogne Fjord sectioii 
one finds that water of high salinity fillecl the Norwegian Channel in 
the Sogiie Fjord area. The suddenly immigratio~l of large herring in 
this area in 1928-29 thus was related to an exceptioilal strong inflow 
of Atlantic water. Accordiilg to  our observations there was a strong 
ii~flow of Atlantic water in northern North Sea still in 1935 but  in 1936 
and 1937 the inflow had solnewhat decreased (EGGT~IN 1937). 
We have seen that the different groups of spring spawning herring 
in northern North Sea in their spawiling are limited to water masses 
of different physical characters. The Shetland herring spawn uildcr 
Atlantic coilditions, the large herring in North Sea water and the 
Norwegian spring herrillg in coastal Bank water. By chailgiilg distri- 
bution of the water masses the herriilg alter their spawiling places in 
order to  get favourable spawning conditions. I t  is not unreasonable 
to suppose that we have to do with clifferent spa.vviiing groups whiclr 
react in different manners to the enviroiiment and which to a certain 
degree compensate the fluctuatioils in the eilviroilmeilt by cha~lgiilg 
their spawning places. We must then suppose that the variations of 
morpl~ological characters as the vertebral number, caused by variation 
in the environmeiltal factors, is restricted to certain limits which however 
will differ for the clifferent biological groups. 
SUMMARY rZND CONCLUSIONS. 
HEINCICE (1898), the fouilder of racial iilvestigatiolls on fishes, 
defines the race as such shoals which deposit their eggs a t  the same 
season on rnoi-e or less neighboui-ing spawiliilg places of the same 01- 
very similar conditions of the water and the bottom, clisappear after- 
wards ancl return in the next year at the sanze time and in the same 
stage of maturity. Thus he regards thf race as a spawning commurzity. 
He tried, by means of measurable anel couiltable chaiactcrs, to  re- 
cognize the races of the herriilg outside thcir span-l~iilg placcs and he 
assumed these characters to be inheritecl. HEINCI;E laic1 stress en the 
iilflueilce of the environment on the fo~nlatioil of the races, but appa- 
rently he was of the opinioll that the racial characters in the course 
of generations was hel-editary fixed. 
Since HEINCKES great work on herring races appeared, many papers 
on this subject have been published and the opiilions of the fishery 
biologists about the coilstallcy of the racial characters cliverges very 
much. Authors as JOHAKSEN (1921), HUBBS (1 925), TAXING (19ZC)), 
BJERKAN (1929), TESTER (1937) ancl other consider that the countable 
characters are not strictly inherited but arc to a certain degree the 
result of environmental factors. Jows. SCHAIIDT (1919-1921) has proved 
directly by experii~iellt hat external factors are capable of altering the 
average charactel-s by which races in the fishes are cletermined and 
MOTTLEY (1937) has also modified the number of vertebrae in trout 
by experimental n~ethocls. Some authors as DAVIS (1936) meail thereforc 
that the term ))race(( is unapplicable owing to the postulate that  racial 
characters are hereditary a i ~ d  propose that any group of herring spaw. 
iling in a given area at  a given season from year to year should be de- 
fined as the natural ))Biological Groupcc. LISSNER (1934) also means that 
HEINCKE'S definition of a race is no longer held to be true and he tries 
to give a new hypothesis. He has further clevelopecl a method by whicli 
the influence of the environment called ))plasticity(( or ))lability(( can 
be estimated. By coiltrary SCHNAICENBECK (1931) means that no cle- 
finite proof on the illconstallcy of the racial charactel-s has been given 
and he has inacle great effort to prove that the couiltable characters 
of the herring races are strictly inhcritccl. 
The Norwegian spring herring represents a typical herring race 
in the sense of HEINCKE. During hundreds of years the spring herring 
has visited the same spawning grounds along the Norwegian west coast 
where they from year to year spawn at the same time and under tile 
same conditions of water characterized by thc coastal bank water. In 
the short periocls when the herring has been absent from the commoil 
coastal grounds, these grounds have probably been covered by water- 
masses uilfavourable for the spawning ancl the herring have found 
normal conclitio~ls on more offshore grounds. Contrary to the spring 
herring fishery the Norwegian large herring fishery, based on the full 
grown herring appearing some time before the spawning season, has 
not the same old traditions and has been much more irregulai. The 
large herrings have appeared for longer or shorter periods outside 
different coastal regions, often in more open waters ancl far away froni the 
conlmon spawllillg grounds and has then been away fcr long periods. 
,4 more regular fishcry on this herring was started first when a driftnet 
fishery on the open sea was introduced in Norway. 
The herring occurring in the Norwegian waters has commonly been 
regarded as a very uniform herring stock, the spring herring representing 
the spawning herring and the large herring the same shoals in an earlier 
stage of maturity on their way to the spaw~ling grounds at  the west 
coast. The racially investigation by BROCH (1908) which also was 
statistically analysed by JOHANSEN (1919) gave however some doubt on 
the uniformity of the Norwegian herring but the investigation gave no 
definite solutio~l of the problem. In a later paper SCHPI'AKENBECK 
(1931) means t o  have shown that the Norwegian herring includes a t  
least two distinct herring types or races. In the years 1932-1936 1 
have collectecl a great material of vertebral counts which has partly 
been treated in preliminary reports (RCJNNSTR~~I  1933, 1937). ht the 
same time morc thoroughly investigations on the spawning and the 
hydrographical conditions in the spawning area was made. In the 
present paper a statistically analysis of the whole material including 
in all 59.000 herrings is given. 
The spring herring spawns in February and March and to a less 
degree also in April. The spawning seems to be rather coiltiiluous along 
the whole coast froin Lindesnes in the south to at  least Lofoten and 
Vester5len in the north. The main spawning takes placc at  the south 
west coast between Bergell and Lindesnes btlt one finds also a great 
concentration of the spawning at  the R'Zm-e coast north of Stat ancl to 
a less degree at  Lofoten and VesterAlcn. These spawning centres clo 
not represeilt isolatecl spawning regions but also ill the interinecliate 
areas a sca~lty spawning takes place. In the region Bergen-Statt, 
situatecl between the two main spawning centres at  the south west 
coast and the &tare coast, the main large herring fishery in present 
days takes place in December-January. The hydrographical investi- 
gations have shown that more saline North Sea water reaches near to 
the coast i11 this large herring area while the main spawning areas are 
covered by coastal water. 
IYithin each spawning region the spawning cloes not take place 
si~noultaneously over the whole region but we have to clo with single 
spawning shoals successively immigrating in a regular manner to the 
different, by cleaper ridges or fjords isolatecl grounds. The fishing 
fleet therefore moves in a regular manner from one fishing area to another 
throughout the season. A nenl spawning shoal seldom inlmigrates to a 
grouncl where spawning alreacly has taken place and the fishermen 
knou that the fishery in a certain area soon is ended, when its water 
get milky. IVe have thus to clo with an immigration of many inore or 
leqs inclepencle~lt spawning shoals visiting different spawning groullds 
along the coast. In certain regions there is a concentration of the spaw- 
iliilg probably clue to Inore favourable bottom- or hyclrographical 
conditions. 
The mean vertebral nulnber of 17782 spring herrings, collected 
throughout the spawning season February-April in the years 1932- 
1936, is 57.324 & 0.005 and that of 14362 large herri~lgs of maturity 
stages IV and V, collected in December-January in the same period, 
is 57.182 & 0.006. Thus the large herring has a significant lower verte- 
bral number than the spring herring ancl according to the analysis it 
is probable that the large herring cloes not spawn at all on the Norwe- 
gian coastal banks, but that they spawn on more off shore banks in 
northern North Sea coverecl by inore saline water. The vertebral llumber 
of the large herring is also more in accordance with that of the spring 
spa~vning herring occurring in the N. E. North Sea e. g. Viking Bank, 
than with that of the Norxvegian spring herring. The large herring 
apparei~tly cloes not migrate towarcls the Norwegian coast in orcler 
to spawn there, but they only touch the coast on their way to more 
off shore spa\vning grouncls. The immigration to the coast seems to 
be relatecl to an inflow of North Sea water to certain areas of the Nor- 
vcgian coast. These facts explain the great irregularities in the coastal 
large herring fishery. I t  may also be of i~lterest for tlre fishermen to  
linen- that the two important fislleries do not fish on the sarne herring 
masses. The spring herring represents a new immigration after that 
the large herring has left the coastal waters. 
However, the spring herring, spawning along the Norwegian coast, 
is not uniform. When the material is subdivicled according to the main 
spawning centres one finds a real difference between the vertebl-a1 
number of the lierriilg spa-cvning at  the south west coast and those 
spawning a t  the N ~ r e  coast and farther north. But also in the inter- 
mediate region a scanty spawning occurs and the herring froill this 
region has a vertebral number with a meail value intermediate between 
the values from the two lilaiil spawiling ceiztres. A further subdivision 
according to  the single spawning grounds within each of the great 
spawning regions has demonstrated, that significant differences also 
may exist between the meall number of vertebrae of herring visiting 
neighbouring spawning grounds. 
When the mean values of the herring from the clifferent single 
spawning grounds are arranged accorcliilg to the geographical position 
of the grounds, onc get a rather continuous serie along the coast 1vit1-1 
decreasing values from south to north. This gradation of thc vertebral 
nurnber is relatecl to rising temperatures and salinities of the coastal 
water fronl south to north, due to an inflow of cold Baltic water with 
low salinity from the south, which is gradually intermingled with warmer 
and illore saline Atlantic water along the coast. Thus it exists no clefinit 
number of well clistinguished races within the Norwegian spring herring 
as supposecl by SCHNAICENBECK b ~ i t  we have to do with a coiztinuous 
gradation of the vertebral number due to the influcr-tce of environmental 
factors. This gradation is in accorda~lce with the graclatioil with latitucle 
of the vertebral ntunber of the Pacific herring along the west coast 
of North America as stated by HUEBS (1925), RO~;XSEFEI,L (1930) a i d  
TESTER (193'7). HESSLE (1925) has also shown a similar gradatioil as 
regards the autunln spawning herriilg i11 the Baltic. 
In the same inannei- as regards the spring herring one fincls signifi- 
cant differences between the means of large herring visiting neigh- 
bouring fishing areas within the large herring district. However it 
is always distinct differences between the means of large and spring 
herring from one and the same area. 
When the clifferent year classes of the large- and spring her;ing 
are treated separately, one finds statistically significant clifferences 
between means of successive year classes, which was to be expected if 
the vertebral number is influenced by the environment. This obser- 
vation is in accordance wit11 that of ROUS~EFELL and DAHLGREN (1932) 
ancl TESTER (1938), who have founcl, that the mean vertebral count of 
successive year classes of the Pacific herring varies inversely with the 
temperature of the water during the period of spawning ancl early 
developmen t . 
Through a long serie of successive year classes one finds a nlainly 
parallel fluctuatioil of the sneans of the large- and spring herring and 
the large herring has always a lower mean vertebral number than the 
spring herring. The gradation of the vertebral number of the spring- 
herring along the coast is also distinct within one and the sanle year class. 
Due to the different age compositioil of the herring stock from 
year to year one finds also significant differences between the means 
from season to season \+?ithill one and the same area. This circumstance 
snag7 explain the fact that the mean vertebral number of the Norwegian 
spring herring in present time is lower than that found by Bnoca 
(l908j in the years 1904-1906 (461. herrings with a mean of 57.56 
vertebrae). Also the vertebral number of the Icelasldic spring lheri-iiig 
in the periocl 1932-34 was considerable lower than the Inbail found by 
J o a . ~ x s ~ s  in the year 1924 ( R U N N S T R ~ ~ ~ I  1936). Also as regards the 
Faroc l~erriilgs WOOD (1935) found a much lower vertebral. number than 
earlier statecl by J ~ H A X S E N  and accorcling to LISSNER (1934) the autumn 
spawning herriilg in the North Sea also seems to have a lower mean 
value than the conlnlonly accepted one. Uncloubtly the northern waters 
has llad a rather ))warm(( period in recent years, as pointed out by AD. 
S. JETSEA- (1.939), which nzay have lowerecl the vertebral nuznber of 
the herring in these ~vaters. 
Along the Sor\+iegian coast one finds also small apparently self 
cosltained local herring forms living unclel- extreme conditions in the 
inner parts of deep fjords or in salt water pooncls. The small grown 
Beistacl Fjord herring, wellki~owll from the investigation by BIZOCH 
(1908) in the years 1904-1.905, is still to be recognized in the inner 
part of the Tronclheims Fjol-cl. In  the periocl 1932-1935 600 spawiiing 
herrillg had a vertebral number of 56.255 wl~ich is somewhat lower than 
the value found by BROCH (56.550). Another local forin living in the 
great salt water bassin Borg Fjorcl in Northern Norway had the extreme 
low incan value of 55.S45 vertebrae. 
The ailalysis of the vertebral counts of the Norwegian spring herring 
has thus proved that tlle countable characters of a herring group, whicll 
may be regarded as a typical race ill the sense of HEINCICE, are not 
constant but are highly influenced by environniei~tal factors. The 
Nor~vegian spring herring can not be characterized by a fixed nlean 
number of vertebrae, brtt the nlean value is only a statistical expressiosl 
for the temporary conditions. The fact that the number of vertebrae 
may be highly moclifiecl by the environnlental conditions suggests great 
caution in distinguishing herring races only on differe~zces in the count- 
able characters without to have a thoroughly knowledge of the biolo- 
gical conclitions. 
Whichever view one llolds as to the question whether the distingui- 
shing characters are hereditary or cllvironmelltal the ~llost fishery 
biologists agree in the existence of h\3rring colnmunities which spawn 
regularly a t  a certain season under certain conditions uncles definite 
physical conditions. In  the time between the spawllillg seasons the 
herring may scatter and intermingle with other communities, but when 
the maturity period approaches they return to the placcs where they 
were born. We know fro111 esperimclltal illvestigations on cliffcrent 
marille evertebrates (RUXNSTRDM 1.927, 1929) that the spau7ning ancl 
early developmellt of the eggs is adapted to more narrow temperature 
limits than the vegetative processes of the fullgrown inclividuals. 14'ithin 
one and the same area one finds species wit11 different temperature 
limits for the development, spawning at clifferellt seasons of thc ycar. 
But also withill one and the same species one may find ))physiological 
races(( with different optimal temperatures for the spaw~ling ancl cleve- 
lopment. 111 the same malnler the natural herring groups spawning a t  
different seasons or in cliffereilt areas may represent such ))physiological 
racest( which for the spaw~~ing and early developmellt need definite 
envirollmeiltal conclitions. Thus in the Norwegian waters one finds 
two natural groups, the large herring and the spring herring, apparently 
spawning in different water inasses i. e. North Sea watcr ancl coastal 
Bank water with definite physical a:ld cliemical conditions. 
In many cases the biological herring groups call be clistinguishecl 
by ineails of countable characters as the vertebral number and we 
have seen that the large herring gcilerally has a distinct lowcr number 
than the spring herring. These cliffcrent lnorphological inarks of the 
herring groups inay be iilducecl by the modifying influence of the different 
area collditiolls during the early clevelopment. However wc can not 
ignore the possibility that the cou~ltable characters of the herring groups 
lnay also be partly of hereditary nature. As Jor-1s. SCHMIDT (1917) 
has poiilted out these characters may bc a result of co-operation between 
certain ))internal(( and ))external(c factors a i d  thus be of both gcllotypical 
as phenotypical nature. The hereditary character must not be a fixed 
number of vertebrae but the possibility on the basis of a certain geno- 
typical coilstitutioll to react in a certain malliler on ccrtaiil external 
factors. But this problem can not be solved by statistical methods, 
but only by genetic experiments. However uilcloubtly natural biological 
herring groups exist ancl the question whether they represent pure races 
or only local lnodifications does not iaflucnce the importance of isolatiilg 
and defining thein according to the outlines drawn up by HEISLICE. 
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Table 11. Vertebral n6~nzbev of s~ccessive year classes of Large 
herring, Decembre- January 7932- 7936. 
- 
D i s t r i c t  11, Sogn & Fjordane-N.  Hord land  
Vertebrae I Tear N I  M 5 1 !, 
'lass I> 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 / I 
D i s t r i c t  111, M a re -Trande lag  
- - 
Year Vertebrae 
--- 
'lass ' 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 
Table 111. Vertebral number of successive year classes of Spri.lzg Iterring 
February-i?Iarch 1932- 7936. 
- 
-- 
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